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ABSTRACT

Title: ACADEMIC AND CLINICAL DISHONESTY IN

UNDERGRADUATE NURSING STUDENTS.

Degreecandidate:          Kristal C. Melvin

Degree and year:            Master of Science in Nursing,1998

Thesisdirectedby:        Dr. Ruth M. Carroll

The purpose ofthis study was to describe the incidence Of, and reasons for, academic and

clinical unethical behaviors among undergraduate nursing Students Currently enrolled in rurally

located schools of nursing.  Several factors were used for purposes of comparison, including

number of years education, type ofnursing education preparation, and exposure to a nursing ethics

course.  The objective ofthis specific study was tO broaden the available knowledge base in the

area ofunethical behavior, by providing data on the self-reported behavior ofnursing students in

rurally-located schools oftwo different preparation types: Associate's degree and Baccalaureate.

As a profession, nursing has a prescribed Code of Ethics to uphold.  In order to maintain

and expand upon the respect with which the profession is viewed, nurses must be aware of

breaches in ethical behavior by students preparing to enter the profession.  Unless nurses are fully

aware ofthe prevalence of such behavior, and the pattems involved, the profession will be unable

to design appropriate interventions and preventative practices.

The target population for this study Was nursing Students enrolled in rurally located

undergraduate schools of nursing.  The study sample consisted of 177 nursing students, selected

from the following schools of nursing; Salisbury State University, Delaware Technical College,



and Wor-Wic Community College.  Convenience samples of intact classes were sought, with

approval of the institution and instructors involved.  Subjects were asked to anonymously complete

the questionnaire, Hilbert Unethical Behaviors Survey (HUBS).  The tool consisted of twenty-two

items, each requiring a numerical entry, corresponding with the number oftimes the subject

participated in a given behavior.  In addition, two qualitative questions were included, regarding

the reasons for such behaviors.

Permission was obtained from the Human Subjects Committee of Salisbury State

University prior to data collection. All data collection was completed by the student researcher,

with no one else having access to the completed questionnaires or the raw data, prior to coding.

Full disclosure was provided to the subjects, who were then  given the instrument, with the

explanation that they may choose to participate fully, partially, or not at all.  Signed informed

consent was not obtained, since participation implied consent.  Once data was coded, the

questionnaires were destroyed by the student researcher.

The findings ofthis study supported only one ofthe hypotheses put forth by the

researcher.  A positive correlation was found between classroom and clinical behaviors.  The other

hypotheses which related to quantitative data were not supported.  The researcher includes some

possible explanations for this finding and some suggestions for further study.

The qualitative data obtained in this study were rich and varied, providing insight into the

research question regarding reasons and explanations for unethical behaviors.  A new model,

"Stages of moral development in the professional nurse," was developed by the researcher, based

on the information obtained in this study.   The implications ofthis model and suggestions for

model testing are included.
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Title:  Academic and clinical dishonesty in undergraduate nursing students

Chapter I:  Introduction

Code  of Ethics  for  Nurses

The subject ofethics is not a new one in nursing curricula, although the approach has

changed.  As early as the late nineteenth century, ethics was a part ofnursing instruction:

In the early days, the emphasis ofethics was upon the production of a virtuous and

obedient woman, loyal especially to the doctor and to the institution which employed

her.  The emphasis now is upon the production ofan independent and responsible

professional whose loyalty is, foremost, to her/his patients.
(Allmark,  1995, p. 374)

Cassells and Redman agreed with the above description ofmodem nursing ethics education

in their 1989 report:

The ideal model by which professional nursing students would be prepared to meet

these [ethical] challenges has undergone dramatic change in the past 3O years, from

a focus on rule ethics to situational ethics, and beginning in 1975, from a focus on

professional codes to particularmoral dilemmas and the role ofthe nurse as an
ethical agent and patient advocate.  (p. 464 )

Since 1985, nurses have been guided in their practice by the guidelines in the American

Nurses Association Code for Nurses (ANA, 1985), which uses terms such as advocacy, respect,

privacy, truthfulness, accountability, and maintenance ofcompetence to define integrity in nurses.

Additionally, the American Association ofColleges ofNursing has provided guidelines for the

education of nursing students, in regards to ethics (AACN, 1986).  These list seven values to

which the professional nurse should be committed; altruism, equality, aesthetics, freedom, human

dignity,justice and truth (AACN,1986).  So, there has long been agreement that there are ethics

particular to nursing practice, and that educators are responsible for instilling these in their
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students.  As one pair of nurse educators see it, ethical guidelines make up one of the most

important content areas in nursing education'.

One ofour greatest concems as educators of nurses is to instill in future

professionals an unshakable sense of their duties and obligations, which arise
from the professional code ofethics and are consistently supported by the ANA

standards of practice. (Booth & Hoyer,  1992, p. 9O)

yet, there is stilllittle consistency between schools ofnursing, regarding the teaching Of

ethics (Allmark, 1995; Quinn, 1990;  Nolan & Smith, 1995).  One nurse researcher says concisely,

"Despite this level ofagreement on the desirability ofteaching ethics tO nurses there are Still

uncertainties over what to teach and how to teach it," (Allmark,1995).

The National League for Nursing (NLN) added their voice to the fray in 1990, with a

resolution on nursing education, the major tenets ofwhich reflect caring as a core value in nursing.

The resolution callsforNLN to encourage development ofcurriculathatreflectthese

goals:
- enhancement ofcaring practices throughfaculty-studentandfaculty-to-faculty

relationships that areegalitarianandcharacterizedby cooperation and community

building;
-social values that recognize the multi-cultural, multi-racial, and growing diversity

ofboth individual and family lifestyles in our society',
-leaming experiences thatincorporate critique ofthe current health care system and

analysis ofthe present and future health needs ofthe population as the basis for

transforming the health care system; and
-substantive contact with, or participation by, persons at health risk.

(Tanner,  1990, p. 70)

Thus, the value of caring was added to the seven Values already Prescribed above for

nurses.  At least one nurse educator sees this as problematic, however, aS She points tO What She

sees as nursing's central dilemma, ¬4that nurses have been ordered to care in a society that does not

value caring" (Aroskar,1991).
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Other researchers have found that caring, as an ethical value, is not exclusive to nursing,

but is more prevalent in females than males (Hoyer et al,1991I, Nolan & Smith,1995', Peter &

Gallop, 1994). Since nursing remains a predominantly female profession, it is not surprising that

caring is seen to be an integral value.

Values  Held  bv  Nursi"=  Students

There is little recent research into the ethics and values that nursing students bring with

them, but there are a few studies comparing the values ofnursing students to those ofmedical

students, using small convenience samples.  Although this research is far from conclusive, it is

included here as the best information available at this time.  A study by Nolan and Smith (1995)

showed that students in both careerpaths bring some knowledge ofethics with them, and that 66a

large number were religious believers and a significant numberpracticed theirreligion."

Interestingly, these researchers alsofound that both nursing and medical students found itfar

easierto make ethical decisions about animals than about human beings.  Another study showed

that, although gender differences occurred on the issue ofcaring, as previously discussed, 66both

genders, and both nursing and medical students, tended to use a mixture ofcare andjustice

considerations," in regards to ethical decision making (Peter & Gallop, 1994).

A few studies have attempted to documentactual unethical behavioramong nursing

students, and to compare the incidence found with that in other academic majors (Hilbert,1988;

Daniel, Adams & Smith, 1994; Bradshaw & Lowenstein,1990).  In general, the incidence of

academic dishonesty, defined as lying, cheating and/or plagiarism, was found to be less for

nursing students than that reported for other college majors.  Because all ofthese studies used self-

report questionnaires, there is always the possibility that nursing students are more likely to lie

about their misconduct because of the strong code of ethics in the profession.  However,this is the

best information available, and it does address an area ofpotential concem, as one group of
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researchers state;

concem overpossible academic misconduct among nursing students is particularly

warranted because ofthe serious potential risks associated with placing a less than

adequately prepared individual in the health care delivery system.

(Daniel et a1.,  1994, p. 278)

Et_h_ics  in _ _Nursing  Curri_euL±!a

Because there is no clear consensus on the ethical background tO expect in nursing

students, and because the dynamics ofthe student nurse population, like those of society,

are in a constant state offlux, nurse educators are forced to make individual assessment of

the ethical needs oftheir students.  perhaps for this reason, there is no universally accepted

method ofteaching nursing ethics.  There are, however some common themes in most

nursing ethics curricula.  These include academic integrity, professional integrity, the ethics

ofcaring, and patient advocacy (Quinn, 1990; Allmark, 1995).  An additional component

often included is that ofpersonal values clarification (Kopala, 1994)! but that topic will not

be included in this discussion because, by definition, it iS Personal and individual.

As a group ofnurse educators describe the Purpose Of ethics in education;

The aim ofeducation is intellectual and moral autonomy. The role ofthe educatoris

not to transmitknowledge and values to students, but to encourage students to

construct values and to make decisions for themselves (Davis et a1., 1996).

The goal of the next few sections ofthis paper Will be tO look at what is being taught

currently in nursing schools, in relation to ethics.

Academic  integrity

A group ofnurse educators from the University ofAlabama School ofNursing recently

published a paper succinctly describing the needforteaching academic integrity, in Which they
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A code ofbehavior is particularly relevant in today's academic environment. . .

students are older and have more ethnic and gender diversities, more life and work

experience, and greater work and family responsibilities.  As a result ofthese

diversities, they may evidence different values.  However, expectations are the

same for all students (Davis, Johnston, DiMicco, Findlay & Taylor, 1996, p. 24).

stated:

Although research shows that the majority ofnursing students have Probably been exposed

to the value ofacademic integrity, itis unclear how this socialization to the professional academic

values ofnursing is being continued.  It is often unclear what example is being taught to potential

nursing students by society at large, as Booth and Hoyer point out;

In the 199O's, the media have continued to publicize examples almost daily OfWell-known

citizens who appear to have compromised themselves by allegedly becoming involved in

illegal or unethical practices or partnerships.  In contrast, societal, family and professional

role models who are ethical and honest and who demonstrate high integrity Seldom receive

attention.  Exemplary actions are found in some remote section ofthe newspaper Or are

alluded to briefly by a newscaster who is trying to accommodate an unexpected excess of

air time (Booth & Hoyer,  1992, p. 87 ).

The main forms ofeducation in regard to academic integrity appear tO be faculty role

modeling, and listing of consequences for dishonesty (Bradshaw & Lowenstein, 1990-, Hoyer et

a1,1991, Kopala,1994; Quinn,1990; Allmark,1995).  It is unclear which ofthese is more

effective, or indeed ifeither is effective.

Professional  intef=ritv

Although the profession of nursing has clearly shown, in the codes discussed above, that

there is a desire to promote professional integrity, there is still debate over what that means in terms

of education, and what is the purpose of such education.  Allmark explains this clearly, 66it is

unclearwhether we are teaching ethics because nurses are professional or in order that they may

become professional.  That the latteris sometimes the case may be seen in the emphasis in some Of
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the literature on the need for ethics to ¢empower' the nurse," (Allmark,1995, p. 374).

In regards to how the morals and ideals of the profession are being passed on to students,

there appears to be little course content.  Ethics as a curriculum is usually taught in client-centered

case study manner (Quinn,1990; Thompson,1991; Macrina & Munro,1995).  This deals with

only a portion ofprofessional integrity, that of the professional nurse's relationship with her/his

client, but ignores the portion that defines the group's relationship with society as a whole.  66The

transnrission ofprofessional values and ideals is typically considered professional socialization, a

content and process area separate and distinct from nursing ethics," (Quinn, 1990, p. 727).

In addition, although faculty clearly serve as role models ofthe profession, it has been

shown that the values they model are sometimes in conflict with those ofthe profession as a whole;

The value hierarchies ofnursing practice and nursing education are not identical. . .

In particular, student nurses observe their instructors applying a hierarchy ofvalues

that often places student leaning above what may be in the patient9s best interests

(Kopala,  1994, p. 236).
Because the reasoning behind this is rarely explained to students, they may experience confusion

as to their expected role in the profession.

Statement of the  problem

Purpose  of the  study

The purpose ofthis study was to describe the incidence ofacademic and clinical unethical

behaviors among undergraduate nursing students currently enrolled in rurally located schools of

nursing.  Several factors were used for purposes ofcomparison, including number of years

education, type of nursing education preparation, and exposure to a nursing ethics course.

Significance

As a profession, Nursing has a prescribed Code ofEthics to uphold.  In order to maintain

and expand upon the respect with which the profession is viewed, we must be aware of breaches
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in ethical behavior by students preparing to enter the profession.  Unless we are fully aware ofthe

prevalence of such behavior, and the pattems involved, we will be unable to design appropriate

interventions and preventative practices.
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Chapter Ilo.  Review of Literature  and Conceptual Framework

Review  of Literature-____       __             ._                                                                                               _      _      -

A_cademic   fraud   in  _colleg_e__i__s__t_ude_nL±±S_._ _ a_C_TOSS   ma__i±g±S_

Studies ofincidence

The problem ofunethical among college students has been a Subject OfStudy for many

years (campbell,1933; Pass,1936), with the earliest studies concentrating on students Cheating On

tests in the 6¢traditional" classroom setting. Estimates ofthe prevalence ofcollege cheating, based

on these findings and similar studies that followed, predicted that more than halfofthe population

had, or would, cheat at some time during their college career (Campbell,1933; Pass,1936;

Bowers,1964; Canning,1956; Haines, Diekhoff, LaBeff & Clark,1986).  The Bower9s (1964)

study was a large and expensive project, involving a randomly selected student sample (n=5280)

from 99 different institutions.  Fully half(5097o) ofthe subjects in this study admitted to academic

cheating, related to test taking.  The size ofthe sample chosen forthis study contributed tO

widespread acceptance of these findings.

Interest in studies ofthe incidence ofacademic fraud declined during the 1950's,19609s

and 19709s.  The few studies which were completed and published during this time tended to

accept thatthe incidence ofcheating had already been established, and include that as one ofthe

assumptions (canning, 1956', Bushway & Nash, 1977).  The one informal study relating to

incidence, actually more ofapoll, completed during this time frame at Michigan and Dartmouth,

showed that greater than 6O percent of undergraduates surveyed had violated the SChcol9s honor

code at least once (Lamont, 1979).  This was also the first study to include behaviors related tO

course work in settings other than traditional classrooms, such as drylabbing of science laboratory

experimental results.

Haines, Diekhoff, LaBeff and Clark (1986) reported a cheating incidence of5497o, and

found a wide variety of variables which partially predicted these behaviors.  This study was

replicated in 1996 by Diekhoffet al., with similarly serious results; the incidence rate of self-
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reported cheating in the later study was 6197o (Diekhoff et al.,1996), using the same instruments,

at the same institution.

Some studies have shown even higher incidence rates, such as Baird's (1980) study of200

college students, which showed an incidence of75.597o for cheating behaviors, although the study

looked only at plagiarism and test cheating.  In a study by Sierles, Hendrickx and Circle (1980),

which attempted to compare unethical behavior in college students in general with that ofmedical

students, an incidence rate of87.69ro was obtained for the college student sample. In comparison,

58.297o ofmedical students sampled admitting to cheating in the same study. Although this finding

has been criticized as being inflated (Rozance,1991), at least one study has come very close to

producing similar results. In a study of623 undergraduate students at a large state university,

Michaels and Miethe (1989) found a total self-report rate of85.797o for all cheating behaviors

studied.

Almostwithout exception, studies ofacademic fraud and cheating behaviors have relied On

self-report questionnaires, conducted using various 66anonymous" methods.  More recent studies,

using altemate methods, such as the randomized response technique, have shown rates of

incidence much higherthan previous studies, raising the possibility that the data collected over the

past 60 years in this area may have inc,luded large underreporting errors (Scheers & Dayton, 1987;

Ferrell, 1992b).  The Scheers and Dayton study (1987) looked at specific unethical behaviors,

such as copying answers on an exam, and found that underreporting ranged from 3997o to 837o,

with the highest rate ofunderreporting occurring in relation to the item 66purchased a term paper".

Because ofthese findings, interest in studying the incidence ofacademic fraud iS again beginning

to increase.

In an attempt to combat the risk ofunderreporting inherent to Self-report measures,

Gardner, Roper, Gonzalez and Simpson (1988), arranged to observe 245 college students.  The

subjects were observed while completing out of class study guide assignments over the course of

an entire semester.  By the end ofthe study, more than 989ro ofthe subjects had cheated at least
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once (Gardner et al., 1988).  In another study involving observation, Karlins, Michaels and

podlogar (1988) found an incidence ofonly 397o.  The researchers theorized that the low rate may

have been related to the fact that the observation involved completion ofan ungraded assignment

(Karlins et al.,1988.)

In addition to the risk of underreporting, there are several other cautions that must

be applied in comparing the rates ofincidence found in these studies.  First, there is the fact

that each study has used a different tool, with varying areas ofstudy related to academic

fraud.  Although there is a certain amount ofoverlap ofitems, there are areas that are

unique to several of the studies.  The twelve items found most commonly among the

studies ofthe eighties and nineties are listed below,quoted from a Genereux and McLeod

study:

-Tell exam questions to a student who has yet to write the exam.

-Get exam questionsfrom a student who already wrote the exam.

-List false references on a paper.

-Allow a student to copy your answers in an exam.

-Plagiarize on a term paper.

-Make up research data.

-Copy exam answers from someone.

-Use an unauthorized cheat sheet.

-Allow another student to hand in one ofyour assignments/papers.

-Give yourselfextra marks when self-marking a test.

-Hand in a friend9s paper or assignment as your own.

-Hand in a paper or report you bought as your own (1995, p. 697).

Pass (1990) included unethical use ofacademic resources, tampering with the work

ofothers, questionable practices regarding computerusage andfailing to adhere to

academic regulations in a study ofacademic fraud. The more types and/orheadings that are

included in a study, the higher the incidence rate reported.  Many ofthe studies actually

focused more on the reasons for the fraud than on the incidence or types offraud, as is the
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case with the Genereux & McLeod (l995) study.

The most comprehensive list ofunethical behaviors for college students is found in

Maramark & Maline (1993), and includes such detailed entries as:

-Copied materials withoutfootnoting.

-Feigned illness to avoid a test.

-Submitted same term paper to anotherclass withoutpermission.

-Reviewed previous copies ofan instructor9s test.

-Reviewed a stolen copy ofanexam.

-Tumed in a dry lab reportwithout doing the experiment.

-Sabotaged someone else's work (on a disk, in a lab, etc.).

-Collaborated on homework ortake-home exams when instructions called for

independent work.
-Shared answers during an exam by using a system of signals.

-Developed a`relationship with an instructorto gettest information.

-Engaged in bribery or blackmail.

-Attempted to bias instructors9 grading afteran exam.

-Altered orforged an offlcial university document.  (p. 4)

Caution is needed in interpretation and comparison ofincidence rates in these

various studies. Even when the types offraud being studied were the same, the instruments

used were not the same, and there has been little evidence provided ofthe validity ofthe

tools.  Daniel et al9s (1991) study is the only one which offers construct validation oftheir

instrument, the Academic Misconduct Scale (AMS).  This tool, however, has only been

utilized, to date, to study classroom behaviorofnursing (Daniel et al., 1994) and education

majors (Ferrell & Daniel, 1995; Ferrell, 1992a; Ferrell, l992b).

Sflrdi_e_sofsubjeQiife

The first studies ofcollege cheating attempted to build on the studies done in the 1920's

regarding cheating in elementary and high school, which had established a relationship between
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low academic standing and the propensity to cheat. The flndings ofearly college studies, which

attempted to correlate cheating with grade pointaverage (GPA) and otheracademic measures, were

consistent with one another in showing a positive relationship between test cheating and low

academic achievement, based on reported GPA (Campbell, l933; Pass, l936), but did not look at

other types offraud, such as plagiarism.  A recent study, which included the factor goal GPA,

ratherthan actual GPA, showedthat ahigh goal GPA was a significant predictorofa variety of

unethical behaviors, especially in male and firstbom subjects (Genereux & McLeod, 1995).

During the flfties to the seventies, as interest in the incidence ofacademicfraud seemedto

wane, interest in the characteristics ofthose most likely to cheat was on the increase.  Major studies

ofthis time tended tofocus on identifying the group(s) most likely to commit academic fraud.

Variables studied included gender (Johnson & Gormly, 1972; Hetherington & Feldman, 1964),

environmental controls, such as honor codes (canning, 1956), and personality attributes ofthe

subjects (Sykes & Matza, 1957; Hetherington & Feldman, 1964; Johnson & Gormly, l972).

Genderfindings showed a signiflcantly higher rate ofself-reportforacademicfraud among

males (Johnson & Gormly, l972; Hetherington & Feldman, 1964; Newhouse, 1982; Karlins et

al., 1988).  In a study of 137 education students, Wllkinson (1974) found no apparent difference

in rates, based on gender or age of students.  There were, however, an unequally small number of

male subjects in this study.  Sinrilarly, in a study of428 medical school students, sierles,

Hendrickx and Circle (198O) were unable to show a correlation between reported unethical

behavior and gender, perhaps due to the low numberoffemale subjects included. yet,in arecent

study of365 Canadian urban community college students, 4997o male, 519ro female, males were

again found to be sighiflcantly higher in self-reportofunethical behavior(Genereux & McLeod,

1995).  Jendrek (1992) found males more likely to cheat, and also more likely to ignore observed

cheating.

Environmental controls, such as honor codes, have been the subject ofseveral studies,

with mixed results.  Canning (l956) found some reduction ofunethical behavior in schools with
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honor codes in place, but this may only be due to a reduced rate ofreporting. In a study ofmedical

students, in a school with an honor code in place, Simpson, Yindra, Towne and Rosenfeld (1989),

found that 15 students had anonymously reported cheating, yet only 2 had gone on to make fomal

reports. Gardner et al. (1988) found no difference in observed cheating between schools with an

honor code in place and those without. In a 1993 study ofundergraduate psychology majors,

using self-report, May and IJOydfound evidence tO Suggestthat incidence OfunethiCal behavioriS

less in schools with an honor code. The subjects chosen in the honor code school were given extra

course creditforparticipation and knew the hypothesis to be testedin advance (May & Loyd,

1993), making these results somewhat suspect.  Jendrek (l992) reported that honor codes are

unlikely to be successful, since faculty members often do not understand or utilize them.

Genereux and McLeod (1995) looked at the factors, identified by the student subjects,

which were likely to increase the likelihood ofcheating.  They found that, 66Pressure on the student

to obtain good grades and an instructor who does not seem to care about cheating are apparently

particularly important triggers forcheating, yet lack ofpressure and an instructorwho clearly

disapproves ofcheating are not particularly strong deterrents ofcheating", (Genereux & McLeod,

1995, p. 699).  Newhouse (1982) found that students who reported themselves as feeling alienated

from theirinstructors and the academic environmentwere also more likely to report cheating.

Anotherpredictive factorfound in several studies is that oflevel ofeducation.  Baird

(1980) found that unethical behaviortended to decrease as educational level increased, although

this was notfound directly related to age.  In a similarfinding, Haap &Taietz (1966) found those

students who expressed an interest in attending graduate school were less likely to cheat than those

who expressed no such interest.  Haines et al. (1986) found that younger, single students with

increased outside activity involvementwere more likely to cheat, especially those students who

were not paying directly for theirown education.  Diekhoffet al. (1996) found that students less

personally invested in their education and those on scholarships, with poor grades, were more

likely to report themselves as cheaters.  Competitive nature (Perry, Kane, Bemesser, & Spicker,
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1990) and low work ethic (Eisenberger & Shank, l985) ofthe subjects have also been studied and

show significance as predictors ofcheating behavior.

Several theories were expounded during this time which attempted to explain Cheating in

relation to the subjects9 level ofmoral reasoning (Kohlberg, 1969), ability to neutraHze feelings of

guilt (Sykes & Matza, 1957), and social position (Harp & Taietz, 1966). These theories continue

to provide the frameworkfor many ofthe studies to date.

when using Kohlberg9s moral reasoning theory, the hypothesis  is that a higher level of

moral reasoning will produce areduction in the incidence ofunethical behaviors (Kohlberg, 1969).

This theory has been tested by many, with mixed results overall (Jeffreys & Stier, 1995®, Nokes,

1996; Rest, 1975-, Cassidy, 1996).  This may be because ofvarying definitions ofacademic fraud,

as is proposed by several researchers (stem & Havlicek,l986; Singhal, l982; Bamett & Dalton,

1981), or because, as one authorputs it, 66Although many students admit that cheating is morally

wrong, they rarely reportanother student's cheating...land may] view cheating as a legitimate

means for getting ahead and coping with stress," (Maramark & Maline, 1993, p. 5).

A criticism ofKohlberg9s theory is that all the original studies, on which the theory is

based, were conducted using male subjects only, so that the tenets may not be generalizable to

females (Gilligan, 1982).  Several researchers, however, have found no significant difference

between males and females, using the Kohlberg interview and the associated tool (Rest, 1975-,

Walker,  1984', Nokes, 1989; Duckett et al., 1992).

This legitimizing, orneutralizing, ofcheating and relatedfeeling ofguiltis central to the

theories postulated by sykes & Matza (1957) and refined by Haines et al. (1986).  In both ofthese

studies a significantrelationship wasfound between incidence ofself-reportedcheating behavior

and the level ofneutralization reported by the individual (Sykes & Matza,1957; Haines et al,

1986).  These results were replicated by Lipson and McGavem (1993) in a study conducted at the

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, which found that many students were able to rationalize

away nearly all feelings ofguilt associatedwith academic fraud.
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There were no attempts to look at individual courses and/orfields ofstudy until the latter

halfofthe century.  The first group ofcollege students to be studied, not surprisingly, were

psychology majors (Hetherington & Feldman, l964), with medical students following after a

period of nearly twenty years (Sierles et al, 198l).  Nursing soon followed (Carmack, l984',

Hilbert,1985).  The impetus for all these studies came from the Bower9s (1964) study, which

looked at 5,280 college students from all majors, but also broke down incidence rates by school of

study, with the highest rate ofacademic fraud occurring in schools ofbusiness and commerce

(66%), engineering (58%), education (52%), and social sciences (52%).

Academic  and  clinical  dishonesty  bv  nursing  students

Because ofthe high degree oftrust given to those in the health fields by the public in

general and clients in particular, findings ofacademic fraud in nursing and medical education

programs have drawn a great deal ofattentioh.

The earliest study ofacademic fraud in nursing students was a qualitative, descriptive study

conducted through interviews with nursing faculty from ll different schools ofnursing, from

diverse areas in the United States (Camack, 1984).  Areas ofexploration included: perceptions

regarding prevalence ofplagiarism, formal policies on plagiarism, level ofadministrative support,

colleague support, and the relationship between academic and professional dishonesty (Carmack,

1984).  Major suggestions for decreasing plagiarism, which came from this study included

decreasing the stress level ofnursing students and increasing support for students.  Carmack also

suggests thatnursin.gfaculty needto betterdefine whatconstitutes academic fraud andwhat

punishments are to be given.  The author also suggests further research into, 66the actual extent,

range, attitudes, and feelings about academic dishonesty in schools ofnursing" (Carmack, 1984,

p.  33).

As the firstto conduct quantitative research into the subjectoffraudin nursing students,
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Hilbert (1985) used a questionnaire which was newly developed at the time.  The Hilbert Unethical

Behaviors Survey (HUBS) used items based on a literature review regarding academic fraud in

general, and additional items added based on a survey of 16 nursing faculty members.  Results of

this first study showed a much higher incidence ofunethical behaviors than had been expected, but

were lower than the pemberton (1983) study ofundergraduates, non-nursing majors, which

Hilbert used as a comparison.

Hilbertconducted several studies in this arena, using the same tool on different groups of

undergraduate baccalaureate nursing students (1985; l987; l988).  The HUBS tool was the first

instrument designed to lookatfraud and unethical behaviors in the clinical setting.  In the Hilbeft

studies, students actually adnritted to such unethical behaviors as stealing hospital equipment,

documentingmedications ortreatmentsnotactuallyperfomed, andtakingpatientmedicationsfor

personal use (1985; l987; 1988).  The findi`ngs were surprising` enough to gain national attention,

which led to many more studies ofacademic and clinical cheating by nursing students (Bradshaw

& Lowenstein, 1990).

The most common reason given in the 1987 Hilbert study forengaging in unethical

classroom behaviors was pressure for good grades, yet the most common reason given for

unethical clinical behaviors wasthatthe behaviordid not seem unethical, especially in relation to

discussion ofpatients in public places or with non-medical personnel (Hilbert,1987). Many

respondents (18%) cited 66I thought I wouldn't get caught", as a reason to cheat in the classroom,

and 149ro cited this reason for clinical unethical behavior, as well (Hilbert, 1987, p. 43).  GPA and

age were not found to be significant predictors ofunethical behaviors (Hilbeft, 1987), but this

result may be biased by the fact that there was little variability to the subject9s ages, and GPA

(Hilbert, 1987).  There were no significant differences found between nursing and non-nursing

students at the same site (Hilbeft, 1987), suggesting that, given the same environment, nursing

students were no more orless likely to cheat that the college population atlarge.

In all ofthe Hilbert studies, a significant correlation was found between unethical
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classroom and clinical behaviors (1985; 1987; 1988), which Hilbert postulated could be related tO,

66A personality characteristic ofthe individual, such as level ofmoral development, may be a

contributing factor," (Hilbert, l987, p. 43).  However, when Hilbert sought support for this

hypothesis, the findings showed, in the words ofthe researcher, 66The theory that the level of

moraljudgementis inversely related to unethical behaviors was supportedforthe clinical area, but

not for the classroom," (Hilbert, 1988, p. 167).  Kohlberg9s Defining Issues Test (BIT) was used

as a second tool for the study (Hilbert, 1988), with mixed results, suggesting that there may be

otherfactors involved that could assist in prediction ofunethical behaviors.

using a semi-structured interview in aqualitative exploratory sthdy, Bailey looked at

cheating among nursing studentsfrom the instructor's perspective, using a systematically chosen

sample of400 nursing faculty members from 2co different institutions, with a response rate Of

4497o (Bailey, 1990).  Although 60% ofthe.respondents reported having experienced at leastOne

cheating incidentwith theirstudents, the rates ofincidence reportedforclinical behaviors were

much lowerthan the Hilbert studies would lead one to expect, with less than One Percent reported

for each ofthe clinical behaviors studied, which were taken from the HUBS tool (Bailey, 1990).

Apparently, there is reasonfor students' beliefthatthey wouldn9t get caught.  The relatively low

rate ofdiscovery forincidents ofboth classroom and clinical cheating, as reported by students,

was addressed by Bradshaw and Lowenstein (1990).  These researchers suggested that many

students 66May find themselves in a pattem ofbehaviorfrom which they Wish tO be extricated," and

that they may, subconsciously at least, want to get caught (Bradshaw & Lowenstein, 1990, p. 13).

clinical unethical behaviorand its relationship to moral development wasthe subjectofa

paper by Hoyer, Booth and RIchardson (1991), which sought to provide a theoretical framework,

based on Kohlberg9s model ofmoral development (l969), specific to clinical unethical behaviorin

nursing students.  A similarframework was usedfor a study COmParing the ethical awareness Of

first year medical, dental and nursing students (Nolan & Smith, 1995).  A total of 174 students

were included in the study, with the percentage offemales ranging from39.7% in the dental
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school, to lco97o in the nursing school sample (Nolan & Smith, 1995).  There was no statistically

significant difference found, in terms ofmoral development, between groups, which were

homogeneous in terms ofage (mean age = 18.5 years) and educational experience (Nolan &

Smith,  1995).

In contrast, Daniel, Adams and Smith (1994), used Maslow's Needs Model ofHuman

Motivation, or Need-Goal Model, as a basis for the study ofacademic misconduct among nursing

students. This study attempted to explore the motivational factors behind cheating.  Haines et al.'s

(1968) neutralization scale was also incorporated (Daniel et al.,1994).  Using a tool previously

developedforstudying the propensity foracademic misconduct in education majors, theAMS, the

Daniel et al. (1994) study attempted to look at students' perCePtiOnS Oftheir PeerS' level Of

maturity, commitmentandneutralizingattitude incomparisonwithperceptionsofpeers' level of

participation in misconduct.  subjects chosen for this study included both associate and

baccalaureate nursing students fromfive schools ofnursing, all located in the southem United

states, with 90f7o ofrespondents being femal'e.  Findings provided further corroboration that 66Age,

marital status, seriousness, and ability level are not perceived as being related tO academic

misconduct," (Daniel et al., 1994, p. 286).  They did find support for at least one ofthe

hypotheses, however, in that, 66As a set, neutralization and maturity/ COmmitmentVariableS

accounted forapproximately3397o ofthe variance in the misconduct SubSCale scores," (Daniel et

al., l994, p. 285).  This suggests that the factors which predict misconduct may be multiple and

interdependent.  It must also be considered that679ro ofmisconduct remained unexplained through

any ofthe factors studied (Daniel et al., 1994).

Surrmarv offindings

overall, studies have shown that nursing students do cheat(Bailey, 1990', Camack, 1984',

Daniel et al.,1984; Dierckx de Casterle' et al.,1996-, Hamest,1986; Hilbert,1985;  1987',  1988).

vThat remains unclearis whethernursing students are truly less likely to cheatthan othercollege
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students, as some researchers have suggested (Hilbert, 1987), or simply less likely to admit tO

unethical behavior.

one researcher hasfound a positive correlation between unethical behaviors in the

classroom and in the clinical setting (Hilbert, 1985', 1987', 1988).  There are no studies to date

attempting to correlate unethical behaviorasa studentwithclinical unethical behaviorofgraduate

nurses, yet this is assumed to be probable (Davis et al., 1996®, Allmark, 1995).

several theories, taken from otherdisciplines, have been offered to explain and predict

unethical behaviors in nursing students (Hoyer et al.,1991-, Daniel et al.,1994', Bradshaw &

Lowenstein, 1990).  These theories have proven useful in Predicting SOme types OfunethiCal

behavior, but have not been able to predictfactors that discourage unethical behavioramong

nursing students.  No theory orframework has been developed by and for nursing aS yet.

A___Teas needing_furth_9__I re_§_eLa±gh

Todate there are no studiescomparing associate degree andbaCCalaureate nursing SChcol

programs, to see which type tends tofacilitate unethical behavior, or attract students with a higher

propensity for cheating.  Because only one study incldded associate degree nursing Students

(Daniel et al., 1994), it is difflcult to know the degree tO Which Previousfindings are generaliZable

to these groups.

There alsohas beenno attempt to lookatpotential differences among nursing Studentsfrom

small, rural schools.  Just as rural residents tend to be different from urban OneS, Students in

rurally located nursing schools may be differentin theirpropensityforunethical behaviorfrom

those in large urban nursing schools.

The tools which have been used to date also need further refining.  Although the HUBS

has been widely accepted, there have been no studies done regardingthe reliability orvalidity of

this tool.  Also, as ELlbert points out, some ofthe items, Such aS discussion OfPatient information

with non-medical personnel, may have to be removed or reworded, because ofthe high number of
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who did not believe this practice to be unethica1, as long as names were not mentioned (Hilbert,

1987).

The reasonsforunethical behavior, and the factors which may discourage Cheating, Should

be explored more fully, in order to ensure the most complete inclusion ofpotential factors.

without acomplete understanding ofthefactors likely to promote orinhibit the incidence of

unethical behavior, nursing educators are acting in the dark, with no educated basis on which to

makedecisions regarding the implementation ofpreventive measures.

Research has also not yet started to test methods ofattempting tO reduce Clinical unethiCal

behavior, although increasedreporting by instructors and the integration Ofa Clinical honor code

have been proposed (Davis et al.,1996', Fosbinder,1991a, Hoyer et a1.,1991; Jeffreys & Stiers,

1995).

Sfa_Cement  of the_  problem__to  be _stu¢±£Ed

SifEnifiCanCe

As a profession, nursing has a prescribed Code of Ethics to uphold.  In order to

maintain and expand upon the respect with which the profession is viewed, nurses must be aware

ofbreaches in ethical behavior by students preparing to enter the profession.  Unless nurses are

fully aware ofthe prevalence of such behavior, and the pattems involved, the profession will be

unable to design appropriate interventions andpreventative practices.

once nursing students have enteredintopractice, the implications ofunethical behavior

become more serious, and may potentially place clients! lives at risk. Therefore, it is important to

be able to predict, with some certainty, whetherunethical behaviorin the classroom is likely to

predictunethical behaviorinthe clinical setting.

Theoretical  framework

A combination ofKohlberg9s and Gilligan9s theories forms the framework ofthis study.

A child psychologist, Kohlberg (1969) developed his theory of moral reasoning based On
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observations ofmales, children and adults, at various developmental stages.  His theory states that

individuals progress, from lower to higher levels ofmoral reasoning, over time, but that this

progression is largely individual and unpredictable.  There are three levels ofmoral reasoning in

the Kohlberg framework®, pre-conventional, COnVentiOnal, and Post-COnVentiOnal.  Each ofthese

levels is made up of two stages, making a total Of Six Stages.  Kohlberg used interviews in his

research and assigned subjects to various stages or levels ofmoral reasoning, based on their

individual reactionsto hypothetical dilemmas (1969).

Because ofthe largely male samples utilized in the early Kohlberg studies, theframework

has been criticized as being biased againstfemales.  Gilligan, in a 1977 qualitative study ofmoral

development, usingfemale subjects, found thatwomen made ethical and moral decisions in

different ways than did the males in the Kohlberg studies.  Based largely on this study, Gilligan

developed her own moral reasoning theory (1982), using the Kohlberg levels, and adapting them

for use with women.  where Kohlberg9s stages are based onjustice, Gilligan9s levels are based on

caring and response towards others.  The preconventional level is primarily egocentric-, the

conventional level is primarily concemed with caringforothers; andthe postconventiOnal level

represents a balancing ofcare for selfand others (Gilligan, 1982).  This theory was supported by a

study of80 males and females, mostly under the age ofthirty-four (Gilligan & Attanucci,1988).

Gilligan and Attanucci found that both genders used a mixture ofjustiCe and Caring tO Solve moral

dilemmas, but thatfemales were more likely to use caring as afocus, and males were more likely

to usejustice perspectives.

Kohlberg has also been criticized fornot differentiating between the SOCial COnVentiOnS Of

our culture and true moral issues until the higher levels ofmoral reasoning (Woolfolk, l995).  This

is especially important in a society such as the United States, where many other cultural norms are

represented.

Another psychologist, Rest (1975), took the major points ofthe Kohlberg interviews and

developed a survey tool, the Defining Issues Test (DIT), to look at levels ofmoral reasoning.  This
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tool has been used extensively in many different disciplines (Munhall,1980', Walker,1984',

Mustapha & Seybert, 1989', Nolan & Smith, 1995', Ferrel1 & Daniel, 1995`). The BIT has also been

used repeatedly in nursing research, with mixed results (Cassidy, 1996).  Felton and Parsons

(1987) found the BIT to be useful for nursing students, and found that advanced levels Of

education correlated with higher levels of moral reasoning, based on the DIT.  Hilbert (1988`) and

Duckett et al.(1992) also found this tool useful in predicting the moral reasoning level Ofthe

student nurse, yet there has been some controversy regarding the use ofthis theory and tool with

nurses, who are largely female (Gilligan, 1982).

using Gilligan9s altemate theory, based on caring, responsibility formaintenance ofhuman

relationships is scored at the higher levels ofmoral reasoning (Gilligan, 1982).  In contrast,

Kohlberg9s stages placejustice andfaimess at the highest stages ofmoral reasoning, with caring

for others scored at lower levels (Kohlberg, 1969).  At least one nurse researcher (Nokes, 1989)

has made a plea for a new theory, which combines both Kohlberg9s and Gilligan's positions into a

frameworkbased on both caring andthe balance between competitionand cooperation that are

necessary to maintain a society.  Kohlberg, Levine & Hewer have proposed that Gilligan9s levels

be incorporated into the original stages, to add depth to the description ofmoral development

(1994).  They state, 66More thanjustice is required for resolving many complex moral dilemmas but

justice is a necessary element ofany morally adequate resolution ofthese conflicts" (Kohlberget

al.,  1994, p.  172).

Kohlberg3s theory purports that level of education, or number ofyears of study, is

positively correlated with level ofmoral reasoning (Kohlberg, 1969).  In this study, the researcher

investigatedthe relationship between level ofeducation and the incidence ofunethical behaviors.

Because cheating falls into low levels of moral reasoning in both Kohlberg9s and Gilligan's

theories, a negative correlation between these two variables was predicted.

The researcher also gathered data regarding the subjects9 exposure, or lack ofexposure to

an ethics curriculum.  According to Kohlberg's theory, more than a single exposure to an ethics
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discussion is needed in order to develop a complex understanding of morality (Kohlberg, 1969).

Both Kohlberg and Gilligan assert that repeated exposure and discussion ofethics issues iS

necessary in order to advance to higher levels ofmoral reasoning (Kohlberg,1969®, Gilligan,

1982).  It was therefore expected that exposure to an ethics curriculum WOuld be negatively

correlated with unethical behaviors.

Gilligan's and Kohlberg9s theories were both utilized in the analysis ofqualitative data.

The reasons given for participation in unethical behaviors Were expected tO Provide insight into the

level ofmoral reasoning, and the majorfocus ofdecision making.  Because the majority ofnursing

students are female, it was expected that reasons provided would primarily focus on care and

response considerations, based on Gilligan's theory.

Assumptions

The assumptions setforth for the study were based on both previous research Studies, aS

discussed in the literature review, and personal experience ofthe studentresearcher.

1. Professional nurses make ethical decisions, using reasoning based on previous experiences and

education.  This reasoning utilizes amixture ofjustice and caring considerations.

2. Nurses develop moral reasoning over time, as do all people, and progress to higher levels of

moral developmentin an individual manner.

3. Moral development is dependent on cognitive and scroiomoral development, although the

presence ofthese does not always predict highermoral development.

4. Education and exposure to ethical dilemmas provide the necessary impetusfor moral

development.

Problem
_       `               _      _                         _                     __                 -

Although the incidence ofclassroom unethical behaviors by undergraduate nursing Students

has been described by several researchers, there has been little documentation ofthe relationship

between classroom unethical behaviors and clinical unethical behaviors.  Reasonsforunethical

behaviors, and deterrents have also not been adequately explored in previous research.
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with few exceptions, studies of unethical behaviors by nursing students have focused on

baccalaureate students. There have been no studies to date comparing the incidence ofunethical

behaviors in associate9s degree and baccalaureate programs.

Kohlberg's theory proposes that more years ofeducation, and specifically, repeated

exposure to ethics curricula, will lead to higher levels of moral reasoning.  This has not yet been

studied in relation to unethical behaviors by nursing students.

Research  Questions

(a). Is there a relationship between unethical behaviors in the classroom and unethiCal behaviors in

the clinical setting, among non-graduate nursing students?

(b). what are the reasons and explanations which students give for unethical behaviors, both in the

classroom and in the clinical setting?

(c). Is there a difference inthe incidence ofself-reportedunethical behaviors between associate's

degree andbaccalaureate nursing students?

(d). Is there a relationship between number ofyears in nursing education and incidence Of unethiCal

behaviors?

(e). Is there a relationship between the level ofethical experience and preparation andthe incidence

ofunethical behaviors?

Objectives

The purpose ofthis study was to describe the incidence ofclassroom and Clinical unethiCal

behavior by undergraduate nursing students, as measured by self-report, and to describe the

relationship between the two types ofunethical behavior.  The objective ofthis specific Study Was

to broaden the available knowledge base in this area, by providing data on the behaviorofnursing

students in rurally-located schools oftwo different preparation types: Associate9s degree and

Baccalaureate.

Additionally, exploration was made into the reasons and explanations given by Students for
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both classroom and clinical unethical behavior.  Because there was relatively little data available

regarding the possible reasons for unethical behavior, this portion ofthe study Was COmPleted

using qualitative methods.
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Chapter  Ill:  Study  Methodology

Research  Design

The design ofthe study was a descriptive exploratory survey.  This study used descriptive,

correlational, and inferential statistics.  A survey tool was used to gather data by self-report,

utilizing both quantitative and open-ended qualitative questions. This design was proposed in order

to obtain the widestpossible frame ofknowledge regarding the occurrence ofunethical behaviors

in undergraduate nursing students.

Research  Hvpotheses

1. Research question: Is there a relationship between unethical behaviors in the Classroom and

unethical behaviors in the clinical setting, among non-graduate nursing students?

Hypothesis:  There will be a positive coITelatiOn between unethiCal behaviorin the Classroom and

unethical behaviorin the clinical setting, as measured by self-report.

Literature support:  Previous studies have shown a positive correlation between these two types Of

unethical behavior, using urban undergraduate nursing students (Hilbert, 1985-, Hilbert, 1987).

This study chase students from rural non-graduate nursing programs and attempted tO replicate the

findings in the Hilbert studies.

2.  Research question: What are the reasons and explanations which students give forunethiCal

behaviors. both in the classroom and in the clinical setting?

Hypothesis'. None.

3.  Researchquestion: Is there a difference in the incidence ofself-reported unethiCal behaviors

between associate's degree andbaccalaureate nursing students?

Hypothesis: There will be a differencebetween associate's degreeand baCCalaureate Prepared

nursing students, in the total incidence ofunethical behaviors.

4.   Research question: Is there a relationship between number ofyears in nursing education and

incidenceofunethical behaviors?

Hypothesis: Subjects with more years ofeducation and more nursing education Will reportfewer
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Kohlberg9s theory ofmoral development, have found that subjects with more advanced educational

levels, and/ormore exposure to ethics curricula, tend to show higher levels ofmoral reasoning,

when measured by Rest9s BIT tool (Rest, 1975-, Mustapha & Seybert, 1989).

5.   Research question:  Is there a relationship between the level ofethical experience and

preparation and the incidence ofunethical behaviors?

Hypothesis: The level ofethics preparation a givensubjectreported will be inversely correlated

with overall unethical behaviors.  Support for this hypothesis, based on literature review, is the

same as that given for hypothesis number4.

Variables_          _                                                             ____

The dependent variables ofinterest in this study were self-report of(a) classroom unethical

behavior, and (b) clinical unethical behavior. These were measured by numberoftimes each

behaviorwas reportedto have occurred in the current academic year.  An additional variable, (c)

total unethical behaviors, was derived by adding clinical and classroom behaviors foreach subject.

Independent variables ofinterest included (a) total numberofyears in post-high school

education, (b) number ofyears in nursing education, (c) type ofnursing program in which subject

was eurolled (associate9s orbachelors's degree), (d) current or previous eurollment in an ethics

course, (e) awareness ofan honor code and (I) perceived level ofpreparation for dealing with

ethical dilemmas in nursing andnursing education. Theoretical andoperational definitions are

presented in table 1.

Qualitative datacollection was designed todiscoverthe stated reasonsforunethical

behavioroccurrences.  Additional variables may be discovered during the analysis ofqualitative

data obtained.  According to Brink and Wood, 6Theory is sometimes developed on the basis of

content analysis ofunstructured data, frequently resulting in concepts and operational definitions-'

(1978, p.  145).
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Conce I                                     Theoretical de,finition                   O erational definition
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Classroom unethical behavior

Clinical unethical behavior

Incidence ofunethical behav-
®

lOr

Post-secondary Educational
Experience

Unauthorized behaviors,
occurring in the classroom
setting, which are perceived as
dishonest or fraudulent by the
faculty and administration of
the given institution (Hilbert,
1985).

Unauthorized behaviors, occur-
ring in the clinical setting,
which are perceived as dishon-
est or fraudulent by the faculty
and administration of the given
institution(s) involved (Hilbert,
1985).

Unauthorized behaviors, which
occur either in the classroom or
in the clinical setting (mlbert,
1985).

Number ofyears ofpost-high
school education.  66Higher
education sometimes encour-
ages reflection on, and discus-
sion of, social and moral issues
which may impact upon moral
development" (Walker, 1990, p.
116). Cognitive development is
theorized to be a prerequisite
for moral development
(Kohlberg, 1969).

Score >O as measured by the
following items on the Hilber[
Unethical Behaviors Survey
(HUBS):
1,3,5,7,9,ll,13,15,17,19,
21

Score >O on the following
items on the Hilbert Unethical
Behaviors Survey (FTJBS):
2,4,6,8, lO,12,14,16,18,20
22

Percent ofrespondents who
admit unethical behavior in an
setting.  The total number of
scores, (classroom unethical
behavior + clinical unethical
behavior) on all items of the
HUBS, divided by the total
number ofrespondents.

Total number ofyears in post-
high school education, to be
entered on the demographic
Page.
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Concept Theoretical definition                            Operational definition

Nursing education experience

Level of ethical experience
and preparation

Moral development

years engage
nursing education in the student
role.  Nursing students are
theorized to lean from repeate
exposure to the ethical dilem-
mas of nursing education
(Hoyer et al.,199l).

Exposure to repeated role-
taking experiences and ethical
decision making is theorized as
the impetus to moral develop-
ment (Kohlberg, 1969;
Kohlberg et al., 1994; Blatt &
Kohlberg, 1994).

The relative importance a
subject gives to principled
moral considerations in making
a decision about moral dilem-
mas (Rest, 1975; Rest, 1979).

years ln nurSlng
education and year in program
(flrst or second year inAssoci-
ate degree program;junior or
senior in Baccalaureate pro-
gram), to be entered on the
demographic page.

Present or previous exposure to
an ethics course, entered on the
demographic page.
Perceived level ofpreparation
for ethical decision making.
Measured by semantic differen
tial with a forced choice (five
levels) on the demographic
Page.

Perceived level ofpreparation
for ethical decision making.
Measured by semantic differen
tial with a forced choice (flve
levels) on the demographic
Page.
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Instrumentation

The major instrument chosen forthis study was the Hilbert Unethical Behaviors Survey

(HUBS) tool (ELlbert, 1996).  This tool had the advantage ofbeing both easy for subjects to

understand and complete, and simple to score.  This instrument had previously been used

repeatedly, by several nurse investigators (Hilbert, l985; Hilbert, 1987; Hilbert, 1988; Alexander,

1992; Scheer, 1989), providing mounting evidence forthe reliability ofthe tool.

Hilbert (1985) used coefflcient alpha as a measure ofintemal consistency ofthe items on

the HUBS tool in her study ofbaccalaureate nursing students.  The resulting coefficient was 0.668

for her study.  Hilbert admits, 6{the use ofcoefficient alpha may not be appropriate, because this

scale was criterion-referencedrather than norm-referenced (Hilbert, 1985, p. 231)".  According to

Waltz, Strickland and Lenz (1984), 64In the criterion-referenced framework, reliability is usually

estimated byemploying test-retest, parallel.formandintraraterandinterateragreementprocedures

(p. 188)."  For purposes ofthis study, none of these recommended procedures could be

performed, due to restrictions oftime, money and personnel.  In attempt to further support the

reliability ofthe tool, the researcherran coefficientalphareliability estimates on the data gathered in

the study, the same method used by Hilbert previously.  The resulting coefficient was .5715.

Caution must be employed in interpretation ofdata using this instrument, as polit and Hungler

(1995) state, 66[Although] there is no standardforwhat an acceptable reliability coefflcient should

be. . . instruments with a reliability of .60 or lower are risky to use (pp. 352-353)."

A major difference in the use ofthe HUBS tool forthis study, compared to previous

studies, is the rural nature ofthe area from which the sample was chosen.  The tool was developed

and used on urban-based populations in all the prior studies.  Details regarding possible reasons

for the low reliability estimate obtained in this study will be included in the discussion chapter.

Two additional open-ended questions originated by this researcherwere included with the

HUBS tool, for the purpose of gathering data regarding reasons for unethical behaviors.  These

items are included inAppendix D.
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The demographics information gathered on subjects included a school code, the number of

years ofeducation since high school, and class standing (first, second or third year of nursing

education).  To ensure subject9s confidentiality, no name, gender, age or ethnic background data

was collected.

Assumptions  /  Limitations

The major assumption ofthis study was that nursing students would be honest in their self-

report of unethical behaviors.  Subjects were assured ofanonymity ofresults.  Because ofthe

sensitive and social undesirability ofadmitting to involvement in unethical behaviors, such as

unethical behavior on tests and assignments and falsifying patientrecords, nursing students may be

unwilling to admit involvement, even with anonymity assured.  In past studies, this has led to

serious underreporting (Scheers & Dayton, l987®, Daniel et al., 1994).

The instrument usedfor this study also constituted a limitationforthis study.  Reliability

estimates were low on this tool, making the results suspect.  As previously mentioned, this tool

had never before been tested on rural-based population samples.  Some ofthe items may not have

had meaning in the rural context.  Specific examples ofitems that are suspect will be discussed in

the last chapter.

An additional limitation ofthis study was thatofgeographic location.  Although all subjects

were students in rurally-located nursing schools, these schools were all located in one general

geographic area, the Del-Mar-Va peninsula. This area may ormay not have been representative of

other rural areas in the United States.  Because subject selection in the study was non-random, the

results are not generalizable to all nursing students.

Study  Population

Population

The target population for this study was nursing students enrolled in rurally located

undergraduate schools ofnursing.
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Sample  Characteristics

The sample was obtainedfrom three different schools ofnursing, all located in the rural

area known as the Del-Mar-Va peninsula. Two ofthe schools were associate9s degree preparation

programs, DelawareTechnical College andWor-Wic Community College, locatedinDelaware and

Maryland, respectively.  The remaining school was a baccalaureate preparation program, also

located in Maryland, Salisbury State University.

Convenience samples, consisting ofintact classes, were used from each ofthe schools.  An

attemptwill be made to include bothfirstand second year students from eachprogram, inorderto

obtain the largest possible sample.

Sample  size

The researchersought to obtain at least50subjectsfrom each ofthe schools, to make a

total sample of 150 subjects.  This would allow the greatest possible versatility in statistical

analysis ofdata.  This goal was.met in regards to the two associate's degree schools, and exceeded

in regards to the baccalaureate school, where seventy-seven subjects were obtained, yielding a total

of 177 subjects.

Data  collection
__    _    _   __            _        ___     __        ____    __      __      _  ___i    _      __   _

Data collection was completed entirely by the researcher, who visited each school on a

predetermined day and administered the survey tool to intactclasses, forcollection during the same

class period.  Permission was obtained from both administration and individual faculty members

priorto data collection.  Administrative permission letters are included inAppendix E.  Students

not wishing to participate in the study were given the opportunity to use this time to study.  None

ofthe students chose this option, and 100q7o participation was achieved.  Estimated time fortool

completion was 20 minutes, according to Hi]bert (1985).  The actual time ofcompletion ranged

from 8 to l8 minutes.

Full disclosure ofthe purpose ofthe study was given to the students, and assurances of
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anonymity explained by the researcher, priorto distribution ofthe instrument.  Copies ofthe

disclosure statement andthe tool used are includedin Appendix E.

The HUBS version included in the appendix is the l996 version.  The last page, developed

by Hilbeft to identify possible causes ofunethical behaviors, was omitted because it provided

choices to the respondent that could influence the results ofthe qualitative questions.  The

researchersubstitutedtwo open-endedquahtative questions inplace oftheomittedpageforthe

current study.

Demographic datacollectedfrom the subjects includednumberofyears ofpost-secondary

education, number ofyears ofnursing education, class standing, ethics preparation, and

knowledge ofschool honorcode.  Actual school honorcode information andpenaltiesfor

unethical behaviorwas obtainedfrom school catalogs from each ofthe participating institutions for

purposes ofcomparison.

Data  analysis

The data collected from the HUBS is in the fom ofactual numbers ofincidents, which are

continuous ratio measurements.  Therefore, to lookfora correlation between classroom and

clinical items, the statistical procedure used was the pearson9s product-moment conelation

coefficient.  This method wasalso utilized to lookforcorrelation between the numberofyears of

nursing education and the total numberofunethical behaviors reported.

Demooquphic datacollected on the subjects was nominal orordinal innature, while

incidence data collected was ratio level. Therefore, atwo-sample T test was used to analyze the

differences between the schools with respectto incidence ofunethical behavior. Data analysis of

the relationship betweenlevel ofethics preparation and unethical behaviorutilized spearman9s

correlation.

Analysis ofthe qualitative data received involvedextensive comparisons ofitems and
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searching for common themes using content analysis.  According to Polit and Hungler (1995),

¢{Contentanalysis involves the quantification ofnarrative, qualitative material" (p. l95).  This

process involves searching for common words, themes oritems in the data, using consistently

applied selection criteria (polit & Hungler, l995-, Brink & Wood, 1978).  There was no

preconceived notion in the mind ofthe researcherregarding whatwould be the nature ofthe

findings.  Data gathered in this fashion may conform to one ofthe existing theories regarding

moral reasoning, or may require the formation ofa new model to explain the findings.
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Chapter  IV:  Results

HvDOtheSeS

1. Research question: Is there a relationship between unethical behaviors in the classroom and

unethical behaviors in the clinical setting, among non-graduate nursing students?

Hypothesis:  There will be a positive correlation between unethical behavior in the classroom and

unethical behavior in the clinical setting, as measured by self-report.

Pearson's product-moment correlation was used, with the total number Of Classroom

behaviors and the total number ofclinical behaviors obtained.  A non-significant correlation of

.o94 was obtained.  The researcher then utilized the less powerful Spearman9s rank-order

correlation, with the same data.  This time a correlation of .383 was obtained, which was

significant at the p_-.01 level.  (See Table 2.)   This unusual difference in significance between the

two correlation tests was investigated further by the researcher.  When a scattexplot was performed

on this data, a couple ofoutlier data points deviated from the linear trend displayed by the

remaining points.  This in tum lowered the Pearson's correlation coeficient.  These outliers did not

affect the Spearman's correlation as drastically because the Spearman9s correlation is based on the

ranks ofthe data .  Once the most extreme outlier was removed,  the Pearson9s r result was

significant at the p=.01 level.  The extreme data point removed was a response of99 in regards to a

classroom unethical behavior (plagiarism).

Based on this result, the data obtained in this study do support a relationship between

behavior in the classsroom and in the clinical setting.

2. Research question: What are the reasons and explanations which students give forunethical

behaviors, both in the classroom and in the clinical setting?

Hypothesis:  None.

Twenty-six percent ofrespondents gave detailed answers to the qualitative questions On the

survey tool.  Actual qualitative findings and analysis will be discussed in the next section of this

chapter.
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Table 2

conelation between unethi_calTqu,prehaviors in classroo_m and_clinical settings_ (S_I]9?rna_n_I__a

Clinical behaviors                       Sig. (2-tailed)

Classroom behaviors .383 .Oco
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3.  Research question: Is there a difference in the incidence Of Self-reported unethiCal behaviors

between associate9s degree and baccalaureate nursing students?

Hypothesis: There will be a difference between associate9s degree and baccalaureate prepared

nursing students, in the total incidence ofunethical behaviors.

A two-tailed t-test was performed on the data Obtained, comparing the means Ofthe

baccalaureate students, from salisbury State University, from the associate's degree Students,

combining datafromDelawareTechnical College with that obtainedfromWor-Wic Community

college.  Although the two means did differ slightly, the difference Was not Significant.  (See

Table 3).  Therefore, no support was found for this hypOtheSiZed difference in unethiCal behaviors

between associate's degree and baccalaureate programs.

4. Research question.' Is there a relationship between number ofyears in nursing education and

incidence ofunethical behaviors?

Hypothesis: Subjects with more years ofeducation and nursing education Will reportfewer OVerall

unethical behaviors, as measured by the HUBS tool.

spearman9s rank-order correlation was performed, using the total number ofyears OfPOSt-

high school education, and the total number of unethical behaviors.  A correlation of .193 was

obtained, a figure which was significant at the p=.051evel.  The correlation, however, is a positive

one.  Therefore, data from this study does not support this hypothesis, and does lend Support tO a

completely opposite finding, that unethical behaviors increase as educational preparation increases.

It is interesting to note that subjects from the two aSSOCiate9s degree schools reported a median of

about 2.0 years of post-high school education, with Salisbury State students reporting a slightly

lower median of 1.75 years.

Both Spearman's rho and Pearson's product moment correlation were Performed, using

number of years ofnuring education, and the total number ofunethical behaviors with no

significant correlation found.  (see Table 4).   No support for the hypothesis that unethical

behaviors would decrease as educational preparation and number Ofyears Ofnursing education
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I-test ofTotal behaviors. bv tvI,e OfSChOOl

38

TvDe Of SOL-Sol                                                N                            Mean                   I*\ F                         Sis.-

Associate's                                   loo                     6.60 .008                   .928

Baccalaureate                               77                    8.49
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Table 4

Correlations between selected sub_iect characteristics and tofa] unethical behaviors

Total behaviors                           Significance

Post H.S. education (# yrs.)

Spea-nls

Pearson's

Nursing education (# yrs.)

Spearman's

Pearson's

Ethics course exposure (yes/no)

Spearman's

Ethical preparation (ordinal meas.)

Spearman's

Honor code awareness (yes/no)

Spearman's

-.055

-.088

-.016

.466

.246

.832

Bold type indicates signiflcance
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increases was found from the data.

5. Research question:  Is there a relationship between the level of ethical experience and preparation

and the incidence ofunethical behaviors?

Hypothesis: The level ofethics preparation a given Subject reported Will be inversely correlated

with overall unethical behaviors. Data analysis involved two separate correlations, using Self-report

ofexposure to an ethics course and self-report oflevel ofethical preparation, both individually

correlated with total unethical behaviors.

self-report ofethical preparation was compared With total unethiCal behaviors.  Using

spearman9s rho, a negative correlation of -.088 was obtained.  This result was not statistically

significant.  No support was obtained for the hypothesis that the level Ofethical experience and

preparation a given subject reports would be inversely correlated with total unethical behaviors.

Qualitative  data  analysis

As previously mentioned, twenty-six percent ofsubjects Provided detailed answers tO the

qualitative questions on the instrument.  These answers ranged in length from one or two word

responses to four and five sentence paragraphs.  Some students spoke about their own cheating,

but more often they gave examples ofcheating they had observed by other students, and gave

suspected reasons.  The main purpose ofincluding a qualitative portion in this Study Was tO attempt

to obtain information about reasons for unethical behavior from those most likely to know about

those reasons first hand.  Because only 2697o of the respondents answered the qualitative questions,

and many ofthese did not provide answers which described their own participation in unethical

behaviors, an unknown portion of potentially valuable data is missing here.

Classroom  behaviors

The type ofunethical classroom behavior most often mentioned in the literature, that Of

cheating on tests, was also the most mentioned in the qualitative data Obtained in this Study.  Of the

forty-six subjects who gave detailed answers, twenty-nine made some comment about cheating on
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tests.  Those subjects who reported cheating themselves gave little or no insight into the reasons

for this behavior.  As one student respondent states, 66When guilty of this [giving and receiving test

answers] I have never been sure of the reason."  Many ofthe students who responded in this area

seemed to express the beliefthat cheating on quizzes or ungraded assignments is excusable or even

expected.   This distinction was most often noted by the Salisbury State students.  Several quotes

are included here forclarity;

66I9ve copied quiz answers when I haven9t read or when the quiz doesn9t count."

6CI have let my good friends know a couple of answers on quizzes but I9ve never let anyone

copy offof me on an exam."

66Gave answers to quizes or asked for answers on a pop quiz in front of the instructor, most

ofthe class did this it became a group project."

6¢Discussed answers about a pop quiz.  Reason's -not knowing the information."

66On one occasion an answer was given to me by another student who had previously taken

the quiz.  I did not ask for the answer, she had given it freely - but I did use the

information.  It was not in a Nursing class, it was a class that was required for the

curriculum."

66If asked about the answer to a question, I will give the answer I chose.  It would not make

a difference anyway this is not competition."

In a few cases, students did admit to cheating on tests, and their responses Offer some

insight into the reasoning involved.  There is anger, both expressed and implied, in the responses

of these students.  one student stated, 66Medsurg exams are usually too difficult to be fair."
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Another reason, stated by three students, in different ways, is simple lack Of Preparation.  As one

of these wrote, "[I] Didn3t know the information at all."   Still another student expresses the ease of

cheating, "There is alot of pressure in getting good grades and When you dOn9t know the answer to

a question on a test, it is easy to cheat from someone else."  This sentiment is expressed by

subjects from two of the schools, Del Tech and Salisbury State.  One student, who reported having

copied test answers, stated only, 66Temptation" as the reason.  Another subject describes a specific

incident;

our desk are very close together and I looked up and saw the person9s next to me paper, I

couldn't seem to look away, we had the same answer on 2 questions but one was different

and I changed mine.

one student gives no reasons for  cheating on tests, stating only, 66I was put out of school" when

caught.

Several students, from all three ofthe schools, admitted to giving answers to classmates,

for the reasons described in this quote from a student, 66I felt bad for a friend who made 6D''s &

6E"s on tests in Developmental Psychology.  I tapped him and pointed to my answers and he

copied some and got a {6B" on his test."  Another student expressed nearly the same reason, 6'A

friend was in danger offailing a class.  Let friend look at my test."

There is also expressed anger by many ofthe subjects, regarding a system that they

perceive as too permissive ofcheating.  This was a recurrent theme among many of the students,

with fully 7291o ofthose who provided detailed answers making some comment about test Cheating

and the exam testing system at their institution.  One student, who reported having allowed others

to copy answers, states:

66I didn9t participate myself, but I believe that there is a prevailing attitude that ifwe are

given unreasonable, j±±]za]j± questions we have an unstated ±g±! to try to do as well as we

can- getting answers from other students under auspices ofa 4Creview" seemed perfectly

legitimate (& still probably does to most.)  Certainly professors knew that questions were
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being copied down (I don9t think it ±±±a±±£±s to whatj22E±£n±).  I'm just as disappointed in the

professors as I am in the students.  Make pe!±£ damn questions!"

Another student from the same school reports getting test questions and answers from another

student. and describes an incident;

66One time we had a student in our class receive the questions for a test from another student

who had previously taken the test.  The faculty was aware of the incident and no action was

taken."

One expressed some irony in explaining about giving answers to a fellow student, 66Someone

looked at me and wanted an answer to a question. I showed them my answer sheet.  But we both

got it wrong because I had it wrong!"

When subjects expressed assumed reasons for the unethical behavior ofclassmates, their

responses mostly related to lack ofpreparation.  One student also discussed fear, 66I think

classroom cheating comes from fear, fear offailing and fear ofappearing inadequate."  Another

student mentioned moral values self-reliance, describing unethical classroom behaviors as being

due to, t6Lack of moral values and belief.  Simply unsure of self and reliant on others.  Poor

preparation and [unreadable response]."

The second most common unethical classroom behavior commented on by subjects, is that

ofplagiarism.  The reasons expressed for this behavior are mostly related to either lack of

knowledge regarding the correct way to reference a term paper, or lack oftime to obtain proper

sources.  Several students are quoted as examples;

66[I] took someone9s ideas without quoting them because my paper was full of quotes

already.9'

66[My problem is] not referencing-usually not aware of a better way to say it, then unsure

how much to reference."
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"rI] couldn9t figure out or didn9t have time to put answers in my own words, so I just

copied the passage to use as my own.9'

Clinical  behaviors
_                       _  .  _                       _  _  _    __                _    __            __                _

The clinical behaviors which are most likely to impress orfrighten patients and the PubliC',

coming to clinical under the influence ofdrugs and/or alcohol, theft ofmedications or property,

and chatting medications or treatments which were not completed, were largely unreported in this

sample.  Only two detailed comments were received regarding drug and alcohol use by students.

One subject stated, 66Prescribed daily Paxil, Ativan," in explaining the self-report ofcoming to the

clinical area under the influence ofdrugs and/or alcohol.  The only othercomment received

retgarding this area was a denial statement; 66I do not believe in using drugs.  I am an occassional

drinker, but never before, or during, school or work."

The clinical behaviors most reported in this study were calling out sick for clinical when not

ill, and talking about clients in public places or with non-medical personnel.  Only one comment

was received regarding calling out sick when not ill; 66You are allowed 10 hours sick time for

clinical, so I took a day for myself."  Ten subjects wrote comments about client confidentiality,

mostly defending the practice of discussing patients with non-medical personnel, as long as names

are not used.  Quotes from several subjects are included to illustrate;

"Discussing pts with spouse although I never reveal name I almost always discuss what

happened to me during clinical."

¢inot pt. names."

¢cShared pt. info, [but] would not say I had cheated in clinical."

6CTalking about pt's in other areas is my problem."

The implication here is that the students chosen for this study do not see sharing patient
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information as an unethical behavior, when names are not included.  Hilbert (1987) also found this

to be true in her study, and speculated that this item might need tO be reworded Or eliminated from

future versions of the HUBS instrument.  This change to the instrument Was never made.

only one subject in this study reported having used a Client9s name, stating, 66discussed pt

with spouse.   spouse knew the pt."

several subjects commented on the item regarding charting medications ortreatmentsthat

were not completed.  These comments were sometimes confusing, aS in this example, 66The only

mis-information I9ve seen is related to promoting patient care by achieving the immediate Priority."

other subjects seemed to imply that mis-charting should not be considered unethical behavior;

66I think that clinical cheating would be hard to do unless you Sign material Or interVentiOnS

offthat you don9t do and in this case it9s laziness and irresponsibility not cheating."

Two ofthe qualitative comments received are from Subjects Who report having Charted treatments

which were not completed.  Both ofthese students imply that they had tO dO this in Order tO look

good to the clinical instructorand receive a good grade;
¬6I have before char[ed things that Were tO the Pt. by a Staff nurse & kind Of made it look like

I did it,just to make sure it looked good tO the teacher, like I was really a competent."
66I made up a client for my care because I had not done any teaching to the Other Clients.  The

nurses and nutritionists had done it all."

The last ofthe clinical behaviors mentioned, in the qualitative answers received, Was theft Of

hospital property.  Five subjects commented in this Category, With two Ofthem reporting theft Of

scrubs.  No reason was given for taking the SCrubS in either Case, One Student Saying Only, 66wanted

a pair of scrubs."  The other subject wrote in more detail; 6CI think that stealing from clients, hospital

would also be cheating even though I am guilty oftaking scrubs'."  Two other subjects reported

having taken small items from the hospital, tegaderm and tape.  The fifth response was a more

detailed answer, describing an incident involving another student;

66STUDENT NURSE stole credit cards from a fellow classmate.  After investigation she
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was arrested and subsequently dropped from program."

Although this comment is not truly self-report, it does show that the Subject Was COnCemed by this

behavior or the consequence.

one additional qualitative response occurred repeatedly.  On many ofthe questionnaires,

from all three schools. subjects wrote 6{N/A'' or the equivalent under one Or both Ofthe qualitative

questions regarding unethical behaviors.  This was not considered to be a detailed answer by the

researcher, yet the finding did provide some insight into the thoughts and values ofthe subjects, as

will be further discussed in the next Section.

Other  findings

A number of unexpected significant correlations were found during data analysis.  Some of

these serve merely to describe the sample, others may assist in describing the Phenomenon Of

unethical behaviors among nursing students, Or in the development Oftheory.

Because all twenty-two items ofthe HUBS were analyzed, using ANOVA in an ex post

facto analysis, the error rate is potentially very high for these results.  They do, however, help to

explain some of the other findings in this study, and suggest directions for future research.

one ofthe most surprising ofthe unforeseen findings involved the comparison ofmeans,

across schools, in regards to number ofyears Of nursing education reported.  The baccalaureate

students reported themselves as having the fewest years ofnursing education.  See Table 5 for a

detailed comparison.  This may be because the students at Salisbury State are not considered

"nursing students9' until they enter theirjunior year ofcollege, thus these students perceive

themselves as having fewer years ofnursing education than do the associate9s degree students.

It is interesting to note that the baCCalaureate Students also reported themselves tO be less

prepared to make ethical decisions (median score of3.0) than did the associate's degree Students

(median scores of4.0, both schools).  This seems to contradict the popular View that the

baccalaureate degree prepared studentwill be more prepared forpractice decisions than the

associate's degree student, upon graduation.  Traditionally, baccalaureate students tend to be
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younger than associate9s degree students, and this may have some bearing on their confidence in

their own decision making skills.  No data were collected regarding the actual age ofthe student

participants in this study.

Although total unethical behaviors, compared by schools, did not show a statistical

difference,  there was a significant difference on four of the individual items from the HUBS

instrument.  Item number 2,  6Calling in sick for the clinical area or work when you were not9, was

more likely to be answered with an affirmative response by students from Wor-Wic Community

college.  It is unclear whether this is related to a policy difference between this SChOOl and the

others or a difference in student attitudes.

using ANOVA, the behaviors measured by items number 3, 21 and 22 were more likely to

be reported by the Salisbury State University students stlldied.  Item 3, 'Copying from someone

else9s exam or quiz paper or receiving answers from another student during an exam or quiz9

showed the most significant difference in comparison ofmeans.  As previously discussed, in the

qualitative data analysis section, this was also a recurrent theme in the comments of student

subjects.

Comparing the overall findings ofthese ex post facto analyses, it appears that one type of

nursing school (baccalaureate) tends to be more likely to report certain types ofbehaviors, such as

cheating on exams.  Associate degree schools were not  analyzed collectively in this procedure, yet

it appears that asscoiate degree students are more likely to report calling in sickfor clinical.  It is

possible that these differences in type ofbehaviors reported cancelled one another Out When total

unethical behaviors were compared by type of school (Hypothesis 3).

one additional qualitative comment, not previously mentioned, was written in the margin of

a questionnaire.  This comment related neither to classroom or clinical behaviors, but tO the data

collection process itself.  The subject circled the word 6anonymous' on the disclosure statement

and wrote, t6Next time -allow for privacy, other students were watching for remarks."  This

subject was a salisbury state student.  Although all data collection occurred in intact classes, in the
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same rooms used for both lecture and testing of these classes, the SSU classrooms were the

smallest, allowing for little space between desks.  It is possible that use of a larger classroom

would have produced more detailed qualitative findings and greater reporting ofunethiCal

behaviors on the HUBS.  Because ofthe social consequences involved in self-report ofunethical

behaviors, under-reporting is a strong possibility.

Although there was no hypothesis relating to the information COlleCted On the demographic

page regarding knowledge of school honor code, this information proved interesting to the

researcher.  There was not a negative correlation found between knowledge of the school's honor

code and total unethical behaviors.  Knowledge ofthe school's honor code alone is clearly not

enough to deter cheating, since more tllan 929ro of subjects, from all schools, expressed knowledge

of the school7s honor code, yet 6797o of the subjects reported at least one unethical behavior.

Many ofthe subjects wrote the comment 66N/A" under one or both ofthe qualitative

questions.  Although this was not an operationally defined variable, the researcher was interested

to find that nine percent ofthe total respondents wrote this comment, and that many ofthese

subjects had also reported unethical behaviors on various HUBS items.  The items most often

reported in connection with this qualitative comment were item number 2, t6Ca11ing in sick for the

clinical area or work when you were not," and item number 18, "Discussing patients in public

places or with non-medical personnel."  The implication suggested by this finding is that the

subjects did not believe these behaviors to be unethica1.  Hilber[ ( 1987) also found that many

subjects did not consider these same items to constitute unethical behavior, and suggested that the

instrument might need revision in this area.
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Schools

Table 5

ANOVA between¥roups, bv school*

1                           2                          3                           Sis. of linearity

Nursing education (in years)

Mean                   2.119

Median             2.Oco

2.275                  1.756                  .036

2.000                  1.750

HUBS item 2,"Calling in sick for the clinical area..."

Mean                 .40

Median             .co

HUBS item 3, "Copying from someone else's exam or quiz..."

Mean                 .08

Median             .co

HUBS item 21, "Working with another student on an assignment..."

Mean                 .08

Median             .00

HUBS item 22, "Failing to provide information to a patient..."

Mean                .06

Median             .co

.011

.01O

.042

.047

Level of ethical preparation (ordinal scale of 1=totally unprepared to 5=totally prepared)

Mean                 3.595                 3.724                 3.201                  .009

Median             4.00                   4.00                   3.00

1 = Wor-Wic Community College
2 = Delaware Technical College
3 = Salisbury State University

*All 22 items of the HUBS were analyzed ex post facto, increasing the error rate for this analysis
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Chapter  V:  Discussion

M_e_?ning   of__ _fin_a_ing_s,   in   relation_  t_9_  h}rPOth_eSeS

Although the HUBS tool attained a low reliability estimate as used in this study, there are

still a few significant findings to discuss, as related to the hypotheses.  The first hypothesis, that

clinical and classroom behaviors are positively correlated, found support in the data from this

study.  Although a significant relationship was found, the actual correlation of .383 shows a weak

relationship.  This hypothesis was also supported by at least two Previous Studies (Hilbert, 1985;

Hilbert, 1987).  This finding suggests that nursing students who act in unethiCal Ways in the

classroom are more likely to act unethically in the clinical setting.  The implications could be far

reaching, as these students will presumably enter independent clinical practice after graduation.

Future study into the unethical behavior pattems ofthese same subjects, Several months into

clinical practice, could prove very interesting.

The premise that subjects would be willing to respond to the qualitative questions in this

study was supported by the volume ofdetailed answers received, and the rich detail included in

those replies.  considering the social implications involved in admitting to unethical behaviors,

even the low response rate of2697o is encouraging.  The research question related to this

hypothesis, 66What are the reasons and explanations which students give for unethical behaviors,

both in the classroom and in the clinical setting?", was partially answered by this study.   This

study did clearly show that there were reasons for these behaviors, which some Of the Students

were willing and able to express.  A future study including open-ended questions, such as those

used in this study, could perhaps yield more insight and obtain longer, more detailed answers, if

administered in larger classrooms, with more space between desks, for privacy of the subjects.

There was no support found in this study for any of the remaining hypotheses.  None of

the subject traits chosen forthis study provided any predictive correlation with unethical behaviors.

The only exception to this lack of significance was that ofpost-high SChOOl education aS a

predictive factor.  This factor was found to predict in a direction opposite Of the hypothesis.    In
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other words, based on the data from this study, the more educated subject was more likely to

engage in unethical behaviors, or at least more likely to report them.  One possible implication is

that the educational process is actually serving to socialize and/orteach students about unethical

behaviors.  perhaps this could have something to do with negative role models, seeing other

students getting better grades and 66getting away with" cheating.  Another possible implication is

that more education leads to greaterhonesty in self-report of socially undesirable behaviors.

The fact that the other subject traits chosen were not PrediCtiVe in this Study implies that

either these reasons are not related at all to unethical behavior, or that the reasons and causes are

more complex, involving the interplay of several factors.  Further discussion ofthe latter

possibility is included in the last section of this chapter.

I_m_pli_£__at_ions   an_a _ sug_gestionst   ba___§ed   on __a_ualitativ_9______da_t_a_

The qualitative data obtainedprovides insight into environmental modifications Which COuld

have an impact in reducing the incidence ofunethical behaviors.  The first modification suggested

is that of ensuring that the students are aware of what behaviors are considered unethical by a given

institution and instructor.  Many ofthe subjects in this study did not believe that cheating on

quizzes was unethical, for example.  Knowledge ofthe school9s honor code alone is clearly not

enough to deter cheating, since more than 9297o of subjects, from all schools, expressed knowledge

ofthe school9s honor code, yet 679ro of the subjects reported at least one unethical behavior.

Another major modification suggested is placing desks farther away from one another

during testing, to reduce the temptation to cheat.  Several subjects mentioned the ease ofcheating

on tests, due to close proximity.  This may be difficult to achieve in small classrooms, where

staggered testing may be necessary to maintain honesty.

provision of positive role models is suggested by the number of subjects who described

seeing other students 66get away with" cheating on tests.  Perhaps previous graduates, or honor

society members could be enlisted as preceptors for beginning nursing students, in Order tO

provide a positive model for study habits and classroom behavior.
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plagiarism was reported by many ofthe subjects, and the comments included provide some

insight into possible reasons.  several students expressed a lack ofknowledge regarding Proper

citing ofreferences.  perhaps a useful suggestion would be to provide a few handouts With

examples for student use.  It is possible that some students Carrot afford an APA manual, or have

limited time to spend in the library.  A desk copy ofthe APA manual might prove helpful in

answering questions as they arise in the classroom.

Relatively few comments were received regarding Clinical behaviors, but the behaviors

most likely to be engaged in were calling in sick and discussing patients inappropriately.  Perhaps

schools ofnursing need to make the rules and consequences more apparent to students.  `Ifthese

behaviors are not considered unethical by the students, as previously discussed, then Perhaps the

instructors also do not consider them unethical, or have not expressed their beliefs to the students.

carmack (1984) conducted a qualitative study Ofnursing inStruCtOr'S attitudes toward Plagiarism.

perhaps further studies ofthis type, regarding other classroom and clinical behaviors, could yield

important information regarding the values held by nursing instructors, which are being taught

and/or modeled for the students.

some students also expressed the beliefthat charting procedures ormedications that Were

not actually completed should not be considered unethical, but merely laziness.  Perhaps the use of

role playing methods, with each student taking a tum as the patient, might help students understand

why this behavior is considered to be unethica1, even illegal, by most nurses and nursing

instructors.  Ifthese students have limited experience aS Patients, Perhaps they dO not realize that

being denied a medication or treatmentcould befrustrating orharmful to the patient.

Many students mentioned theft Ofhospital equipment, especially scrubs, yet they Seemed tO

be aware that this was unethical behavior.  A discussion ofhospital policies regarding theft might

be of some use in deterring this.  It is unclear, based on this study, how many Students would

persist in theft regardless ofhospital policy.  perhaps a signed agreement between each student and

the clinical institution might be helpful in increasing responsible actions.
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Sif=nificance

Although the reasons and explanations for unethiCal behaviorfound in this Study dO not

comprehensively answer the question of why nursing students participate in unethical behaviors,

they do begin to describe the phenomenon.  Given the results ofthis study, future researchers

should have a better idea ofquestions that are likely to produce the best results in rural populations.

Based on the qualitative results Ofthis Study, it iS Clear that few nursing Students are Willing

and/or able to explain reasons for theirunethical behaviors.  Seventy-fourpercent ofthe

respondents did not provide anwers to the qualitative questions.  Further study, providing more

privacy for the subjects is suggested.

The qualitative responses received in this Study dO Provide a beginning understanding Of

factors which are likely to increase the incidence ofclassroom and clinical unethical behaviors.

suggestions for nursing instructors, to reduce the incidence ofunethical behaviors, through

environmental manipulation, are included.

Limitations

Instrumentation

The quantitative findings in this study were Clearly linrited by the reliability ofthe tool used.

when a reliability estimate was run on this tool, a low alpha coefficient result was obtained.

Analysis showed that two of the HUBS items, numbers 9 and 15, were consistently answered

with zeros by all subjects.  Because this tool was developed and used exclusively in urban areas

previously, a question is raised about the usefulness of the tool with rural populations.  Perhaps

these two items in question are notprevalent behaviors in rural settings and should be omitted from

the instrumentfor rural applications.

HUBS item number nine reads, 66Taking an exam or quiz for another Student."  Perhaps

this behavior is simply not possible in the rural environment, where classes are smaller, and

students are personally known to their instructors.   In fact, the researcher found that, in all ofthe

schools included in this study, nursing theory class size is limited to less than thirty students, and
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clinical groups are smaller yet.  It would clearly be difficult to take a testfor another Student in

these small groups.

HUBS item number 15 reads, 66Tuming in a paper purchased from a commercial research

firm."  This behavioralso may be limited by unavailability in the rural environment.  In large

schools ofnursing, where student volume is high, there is a more lucrative environment for

commercial firms to develop and exist.  Small schools in rural areas probably offer less potential

financial gain for these firms, and thus are less likely to attract them.  Certainly there were no

advertisements forcommercially produced papers on any ofthe bulletin boards, orin any ofthe

school newspapers of the schools studied.

An additional potential problem with the instrument used is thattwo ofthe items, numbers

2 and 18, correlated significantly with the qualitative comment, 66N/A".  The implication is that the

subjects did not consider these behaviors to be unethical.  Item number 2 reads, 66Calling in sickfor

the clinical area or work when you were mot."  Item number 18 reads, 6¢ Discussing patients in

public places or with non-medical personnel."  This finding replicates a similar result by Hilbert

(1988), and suggests that these items should be modified or removed from the instrumentfor

future research.  mlbert also made this suggestion in 1987, but the instrument was never revised.

S_?pr_pl.e

The sample chosen for this study was obtained by using the method ofconvenience

sampling.  Because the subjects were not obtained randomly, the generalizability ofthe findings is

limited.  Obtaining a random sampling ofall rurally located undergraduate nursing students in the

United States would be a costly and extensive project, but would greatly improve the validity of the

findings.

Data  collection
_   '                                                  _    _     _          i          ___        __   _            _

Data collection was completed by the researcherin a method that was as uniform as

possible, across groups.  One extemal variable, which could not be controlled, was the size ofthe

classroom utilized and the spaces allowed between the subjects9 desks.  This was a potential threat
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to the anonymity of the subjects and may have caused some subjects to modify their replies.  The

school most affected by this extemal threat was Salisbury State University.  These classrooms

were the smallest ofthe three schools studied.  It is interesting to note that a larger percentage of

ssu students provided detailed answers to the qualitative questions than eitherofthe other

schools.  It is suggested that a more private data collection method WOuld have improved the low

response rate to the qualitative questions.

self-report ofunethical behaviors did not prove to be a significant predictor ofdetailed

answers to the qualitative questions.  Presumably there were a number ofsubjects who were

willing to admit to unethical behaviors, but were unwilling or unable to explain the reasons for

these behaviors.  It is unclear whether a different data collection method WOuld have retrieved more

information.  personal interviews may have been more intimidating to many ofthe subjects, and

mailings usually have a much lower response rate (Polit & Hungler, 1995).

FH±ure  research:  _?_  _mQ_del____for__ future __te_St_i_ng

Based on the data obtained in this study and on the literature review, the researcher has

developed a new model, using both Gilligan and Kohlberg9s theories as a framework.  The main

premise ofthis model is that the factors affecting unethical behaviorare many and are inter-related.

Testing ofthese varied factors and relationships may require combining Several tools, aS Suggested

in the operational definitions, or may require the development ofa new instrument.

Assumptions

The assumptions set forth for the proposed model are based On both Previous research

studies, as discussed previously in the literature review, and on the qualitative data obtained from

this study.

1. Professional nurses make ethical decisions, using reasoning based On Previous experiences and

education.  This reasoning utilizes a mixture ofjustice and caring COnSideratiOnS.
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2. Nurses develop moral reasoning over time, as do all people, and Progress tO higher levels of

moral development in an individual manner.

3. Moral development is dependent on cognitive and sOCiOmOral development, although the

presence ofthese does not always predict higher moral development.

4. Education and exposure to ethical dilemmas provide the necessary impetus to moral

development.



Table 6:Theoretical and oI,eratiOnal definition_a_of_cop££p±s

Concept

Professional nurse

Ethical decisions

Post-secondary educational
experience

Nursing education experience

Theoretical definition

A person, recognized by at least
one state board of nursing, as
being qualified to retain RN
licensure. (Hereafter referred to
as 6¢nurse99.)

Action choices which are made
by one individual, using ethical

principles, with outcomes affect-
ing one or more other persons
(Rest,  1979).  66If a nurse does
not make moral choices or ad-
dress the moral dilemmas in her
practice, then she is not using the
artistic aspects of the discipline"
(Meleis, 1997, p. 98).

Number of years of college
education.  66Higher education
sometimes encourages reflection
on, and discussion of, social and
moral issues which may impact
upon moral development"
(Walker,1990, p.116).  Cogni-
tive development is theorized to
be a prerequisite for moral
development (Kohlberg, 1969).

Number of years engaged in
nursing education in the student
role.  Nursing students are
theorized to lean from repeated
exposure to the ethical dilemmas
of nursing education (Hoyer et
a1.,  1991).

Operational definition

57

A person identifying themselves
as 6inurse" on demographic

questions pertaining to occupa-
tion.

Action choices made by sub-
jects (nurses), given hypotheti-
cal scenarios, as provided in the
Defining Issues Test (DIT).

Total number of years in post-
high school education, to be
entered on the demographic
Page.

Number of years in nursing
education, to be entered on the
demographic page.
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Concept Theoretical definition                             Operational definition

Level of ethical experience
and preparation

Moral development

Moral development
equilibrium

Exposure to repeated role-
taking experiences and ethical
decision making is theorized
as the impetus to moral devel-
opment (Kohlberg,1969;
Kohlberg et a1.,1994).

The relative importance a
subject gives to principled
moral considerations in mak-
ing a decision about moral
dilemmas (Rest,  1975; Rest,
1979).  Development is theo-
rized to progress, step-wise, in
(numbered) stages.  Develop-
mental progress is highly
individualized.  Some nurses
may progress quickly. even
skipping stages.  Others may
maintain the same stage for
many years, or even regress to
a lower stage.

A sense of balance, achieved at
any given level of moral
development.  A steady state,
with anchored inertia, resisting
changes from outside forces.

Present or previous exposure tO an
ethics course, entered on the
demographic page.
perceived level of preparation for
ethical decision making.  Mea-
sured by semantic differential with
a forced choice (five levels) on the
demographic page.

Perceived level of preparation
for ethical decision making, as
above. Stage of moral develop-
ment, as measured by the Defin-
ing Issues Test (DIT).

Action choices on the DIT which
fit entirely into one stage or level
of moral development.
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Concept                                        Theoretical definition                             Operational definition

Moral development
disequilibrium

A sense of imbalance, a sensa-
tion of belonging to two or
more different stages of moral
development at the same time.
Resolution of disequilibrium
may occur at either a higher, or
a lower stage of moral develop-
ment.  Factors which are theo-
rized to promote moral devel-
opment are cognitive develop-
ment, sociomoral development,
and exposure to ethically
advanced role models.  Factors
which are theorized to impede
or discourage moral develop-
ment include environmental or
personal stressors, exposure to
morally deviant behavior
models, and an environment
where value is placed on habit
or convention.

Action choices, as responses on
the DIT, which do not entirely fit
into one stage or level of moral
development.
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pLr_Q_POSitiO_nS  and  relationships____Tg_fJbgpgd£l

1. Equilibrium may be achieved at any given Stage in moral development.  See 66Nurse R" in the

schematic model (Figure 1) for a graphic representation.   This occurs when intemal and external

environments are both stable, andfactors which impede development are equal tO, and therefore

canceled out in influence by, factors which promote moral development.  The nurse who is

experiencing equilibrium has afeeling ofcomfortand stability regarding her moral and ethical

decisions, and is therefore not likely to make changes.

2. Disequilibrium can occur between any stages, When factors are unequal, producing a sense of

imbalance.  see 66Nurse Q" in the schematic model (Figure 1) for a graphic representation.

Disequilibrium is necessary in order for increases in moral development tO OCCur.  It is only during

periods ofdisequilibrium that the nurse or student questions their own moral development.  It is

this questioning that allows growth and development to occur.  When factors which promote moral

development are strongerthanthefactors which impede moral development, growth and leaming

Can OCCur.

Factors whichpromote moral development are theorized tO inClude'. cognitive development

and education, sociomoral development, and exposure to ethically advanced role models.  Ethical

education ofnurses and nursing students should include frequent discussions ofethical and moral

issues among colleagues, in order to promote the cognitive development and sociomoral awareness

which are precursors ofmoral development.  Ethically advanced role models should be available tO

all nurses and nursing students, through faculty and administration interaction.  When these role

models allow their reasons for decisions to be made public, and discussed openly by nurses and

students, they are promoting ethical awareness and moral development.

Disequilibrium may also be resolved by regression to a lower stage ofmoral development.

This can occurwhenfactors which impede moral development are stronger than the factors which

promote same.  If a nurse regresses as low as stage Zero, he Or She becomes labelled 66morally

deviant", in the eyes ofthe nursing community, and is no longer acceptable as a nurse.
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Factors which are theorized tO impede moral developmentinclude: environmental Or

personal stressors, exposure to less morally developed and/or deviant behavior models, and an

environment which places value on habit or convention.  VThen a nurse is stressed beyond her

usual endurance by environmental demands of work, home Or SChOO1, illness orfeeling of

inadequacy, she may look for an 66easy way'' out ofher problems, and may be more easily tempted

to make selfish and/or immoral decisions.  This becomes even more likely ifrole models Oflower

moral development are more prevalent and/or more powerful than examples ofhighermoral

development.

Habit or convention also impedes moral development in two ways.  The first iS Simply by

promoting equilibrium, or status quo, which prevents the questioning ofmoral values which is

necessary for leaming and development to occur.  The second, more dangerous Way, iS by

ignoring ethical or immoral transgressions when they are ingrained as part ofthe informal work

environment.  swift and impartialjustice needs to be part ofthe WOrk environment, along With

promotion of caring values, in order for sociomoral awareness tO develop (Kohlberg et al., 1994).

His_fulneSS  _and   SOC_i?I   SignifiCan±±

This model was developed with nursing education in mind, but iS also POtentially useful in

nursing practice and research.  Implications for nurse educators and administrators are included in

the text, and directions forfuture research are implied in the operational definitions.

This model is a suggestion OfWays that nurse leaders Can Shape the society Ofnursing tO

produce more highly developed moral agents ofnursing.  There is no reason this model could not

be adapted for use with teachers, lawyers, doctors, or any other profession which values moral

development.
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Appendix A

DISCLOSURE FORM

As part of my requirements for Obtaining a  Master's of Science in  Nursing

degree from salisbury state university,  I  am conducting a study of unethical behaviors

among undergraduate nursing students.   I  am asking for your assistance in completing

the questionnaire entiltled  Hilbert  Uneth'ICal  Behaviors Survey (HUBS).    You were

selected to participate in this Study because you are Currently enrolled in at least One

undergraduate nursing class at a participating school of nursing.

This questionnaire Should take about 20 minutes to complete.   The information

is anonymous.   Do  not  put  your  name,  Or  any  Other  'ldentifying  marks,  On  the

questionnaire.     I am the only person who will see these questionanaires,  and they
will be destroyed once the data has been analyzed.   No one else will have access to

these at any time.

your cooperation and participation are strictly voluntary and your choice to

participate or not to participate will in no way affect your grade in any class(es).   You
may leave any particular queSt'lOnS unanWered Or may Choose not tO complete the

questionnaire.   lf you choose not to participate,  please complete the demographics

page only.   your participation  is very valuable and will assist me in exploring and

describing the phenomenon of unethical  behavior among  undergraduate  nursing

students.   Data will be given only aS group data,  and Will be included in  my graduate

nursing thesis, for future use by other graduate nursing students and graduate nursing

faculty at Salisbury State University.

Thank  you  for  your  COOPeratiOn.     Sincerely,   Kristal  Melvin,   RN.

If  you  have  any  questions  Or  COmmentS,  Please  COntaCt  the  graduate
nursing  office  at  salisbury  state  university  or  Dr.   Ruth
carroll,   thesis   advisor,  at  the  following  phone  number:   (410)
543_6420
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Appendix B

The purpose of this questionnaire iS tO develop a better understanding Of behaviors engaged in by
nursing students in the classroom and clinical settings.

Responses are anonymous and all replies will be treated with strict COnfidentiality.

E±EL__in ___the   blanks  With  Whole  numbers   i__e=Efl

Total  number  of years  in  POSt-high  school  education:

Number  of  years  'ln  nursing  education:

1he_ck  the  aPPrOP_riate  anSWe_rSL
Nursing program:
1. First year of a basic (diploma or associate's degree) program
2. Second year ofa basic program       (diPlomaorassociate)
3. Third year ofa basic program (diploma)
4. Junior year ofa baccalaureate Program
5. Senior year ofa baccalaureate program

Have you everhad an ethics course (including the Current Semester)?
1.  yes
2. no

gidr§_  t_he __number  which_  indicates  your  degree  of  agreemen±JaZ±±±
±±]±_e   followi_rig  stateme_nL±i
I  am  completely  prepared  to  handle  all  of  the  ethical  dilemmas  involved  in
nursing  and  nursing  education.

/ ___i_____/ ____2-_----/ ----3-----/ ----4-----/ ---i_--I--/

Df:sTgpj::eIy                                                                                      ACgor:epIetely

Have you been made aware Of any honor code, and/Or System for Punishment Of unethiCal
behavior, in place at this school?
1.yes
2.  no



HIIOeJir-T     uhe;+hlcal     J5cJ`LU'Or5   >UVVe7

a!cne!:::Ea:Iaifeeai=:=±±mo_:_i±autimaeynet.I'enCq:i::±=ZL=±==±:±=:±===±±=±±±:±±odh::::IS;a llnn tthhoea:ro::::
In  the  column

:loo::rgetv:::8:O1--Once,   -O2--twlc®,   ®tc,,   -1O--Ten  tlmeg,   -99--Ninety-nine

Won-nursing  majors   Should  answer  ONLY  the  odd  numbered  que8tlonB.

EiEEEEE
L_I_I
E
E
E
LTLT|
E
E
E
E
Li=ii
E
E

1®

2.

3.

4®

5.

6.

Cettlng  exam  or  quiz  quegtion8  from  Someone  who  had  taken  the
exam  or  quiz  earlier  ln  the  day   (or  week).

calling  ln  81ck  for  the  clinical   area  or  work  when  you  were
not®

copying  from  Someone  el8e'8  exam  Or  quiz  paper  or  receiving
angwerg  from  another  Student  during  an  exam  or  quiz.

Coming   to   the   cllnlcal   area   while   under   the   influence   of
drugs,   1ncludlng  alcohol.

Allowing  Someone  tO  COPY  from  an  exam  Or  quiz  paper  or  giving
answers  tO  another  etudent  during  an  exaLm  Or  quiz.

/
Breaking  8Omethln9  that  belonged  to  the  patient  and  not
reperting  lt.

7.          uglng  notes,   books,   eta.   during  a  closed-book  exam  or  quiz.

8.         Not  reporting  an  incident  lnvolvlng  a  patient.

9.         Taking  an  exam  or  quiz  for  another  Student.

1O.       Taking  hospital  equlprenc   (1ncludlng  scrubs)   to  use  at  home.

ll.       copying   a   few   8entence9    from   a   reference    Source   without
quoting  lt  ln  a  paper.

12.       Eating  food  intended  for  or  belonging  to  a  patient.



Number  of  tLme8
I   have  done  thL8-
1n  the  current _
academic  year

13®E
r|LJ
E
E
H
H
H
E
EI
E

|4.

15.

|6.

17.

18.

19®

2O.

21.

22.

Adding  a   few   ltem8   tO  a   blblLography  that  were   not   used   ln
wrltlng  the  paper.

Taking  medication  from  the  ho8Pltal  for  personal  u8e.

Turning  ln  a  paper  purchased  from  a  COmmerClal  research  firm.

Recording   that   medlcatlons,   treatments   Or  ObgerVatiOn8  Were
done  when  they  weren't.

Turning  ln  an  aB81gnment  that  wag  done  entirely  or  ln  part  by
Someone  else   (but  not  by  a  research  firm).

Dlgcu881ng   patlent8    1n   public   placeg   or   with   nod-medical
personnel.

Doing  a  homework  a8glgnment  for  another  Student.

/
Not  que9tiOnlng  an  order  when  in  doubt.

Working    with    another    Student    On    an    agglgnment    when    the
ln9truCtOr  did  not  allow  it.

Failing  to  provide  lnformatlon  to  a  patient  about  treatments,
medications,   or  recommended  health  behaviors.

If  you  answered  other  than  o  for  it.em  4,   please  complete  the  following:

Number  o£  times  drugs   involved.     Name(B)   Of  drug(g):

Number  of  times   alcohol   involved.     Kind  and  aLmOunt  Of  alcohol:
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April   2,   |997

Kristal   C.   Melvin,   RN,   BSN
5023  Russell  Road
Woolford,   MD   21677

Dear  Ms.   Melvin:

In  response  to  your  recent  letter,  you  have  my  Permission  tO
use  the  HUBS  in  your  research.     The  next  edition  of  the
Review  of  Research  in  Nursing  Education,   volume  VIII,  will
have  a  chapter  on  academic  dishonesty.     This  edition  is  in
press.    Attached  is  a  list  of  articles  Which  have  used  the
tool  or  cited  my  research.     I  hope  that  this  iS  helpful  and
request  that  you  send  me  the  results  of  your  research.

Sincerely,

edxp )frofty
`Gail  Hilbert,   DNSc,   RN
Professor  and  Graduate  Program  Coordinator

ScliOOL  OF NuRSINC,   I   HI[LWIX)D LAKES   I   L`N  4700   I   TRENTON,  NJ  O8650~4700

(,09/77l~259l    '    FAX:  609/77l-)366
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Aaron  T.  Beck,  MD
University of  Pennsylvania School of
Medicine

Timothy  C.  Brook,  PhD
Ohio State  University,  Psychology

William  C.  Byham,  PhD
Development  Dimensions  lntemationaI

Donald  Egolf,  PhD
University of Pittsburgh,  Communication

Sandra J.  Frawley,  PhD
Yale  University School of  Medicine,
Medical  Informatics

David  F.  Gillespio,  PhD
George Warren  Brown Sohcol of Social
Work, Washington  Univorsfty

Robert  C.  Like,  MD,  MS
University of Medicine and Dentistry of
New Jersey
F3obert Wood Johnson Medical School

Joseph  D.  Matarazzo,  PhD
Oregon  Health Scioncos Univorsfty

Vickie  M.  Mays,  PhD
University of Califomia at
Los Angeles,  Psychology

Michael  S.  Pallak,  PhD
Behavioral  Health  Foundation

Kay Pool,  President
Pool,  Holler a  Milne.  Inc.

EIIen  B.  F}udy,  PhD,  F}N,  FAAN
Univorsrty of Pittsburgh School of
Nursing

Gerald Zaltman,  PhD
Harvard university Graduate School of
Business Administration

Stephen J.  Zyzanski,  PhD
Case Western  Reserve Universfty
School ol Medicine

Director:  Evolyn  Perloff,  PhD
Behavioral Measurement
Datab8Se Services

p.o. Box  llO287  a Pittsburgh, PA   l5232ro787
Tel (412) 687rfe850   ®  Far (412) 687-5213

Health and PsychosociaI Instruments (HaP[)

rTo-.    "S.K.   Mclv,;

From:   Evelyn  Perloff

Date-.    +l'1n3

I;nc|osed ±s a cc,pry  Of the    wl,/ 4cJ,I   (Jhal,c; I

Bdr,ova   SuyVcy

As  I  have  indicated  authors  like  tO  receive
feedback  on  your  study.  All  that  is  asked  iS  tO
provide  a  purpose  (brief,  certainly)  and,  if  you
would,  a  brief  report  of  what  you  found.

Enclosed  also  is  an  invoice.   It  covers  the  cost
(e.g.,  handling,  postage,  and  copyright  fee)   for
this  instrument.

I  oLr`SoVIYY  a-b?-+  ZIL a:I-y  +::fJ'tL.  bc;sT a+  luck  a,'n
®.lsA  yo-

youJ,  Py;JeC| .
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Appendix D

Addendum to HUBS tool

classroom   UnethicaI   Behaviors

please  describe  the  details  and  reason(S)  Pertaining  tO  Participation  in

any  Classroom  unethical  behav-lors:

Clinical    Unethical    Behav'IOrS

please  describe  the  details  and  reason(s)  pertaining  tO  Participation  in

clinical  unethical  behaviors:

Thank  you  for  your  participation.



JuDITH  S.  CALDWELL,  CHAIR

DELAWARE  TECHNICAL  CoMMUNITY  CoLLEGE,  NuRSING  DEPARTMENT

JACK  F.  OwENS  CAMPUS

P.O.  Box  610
RouTE18
GEORGETOWN,  DELAWARE  19947

October 29,1997

Dear  Ms.  CaldweII.I

I am currently a graduate student at Salisbury State University, enrolled in the FamI®ly
Nurse Practitioner track, and have begun work on my thesis.   I have proposed a study
Of CheatI'ng and dI'ShOneSty amOng\ nursing Students,  and WOuld appreciate the
assistance of yourself and the faculty of DeI-Tech College School of Nursing.   My
research topic and proposed methods are explained more fully in the enclosed
abstract.

I would like permissI'On tO gather data from your Students during class hours.   As you
wI-ll See I'n the enclosed disclosure statement, students' participation is strI'Ctly
VOIuntary,  and the questI'OnnaireS are completely confidential.   F3esults of this research
will be available to the public, as group data only, after completion.

Signature below constitutes wrI®tten Permission.   please return the orl'gI'naI letter l'n the
enclosed SASE.   A copy of thI'S letter wI'II be forwarded to the Human Subjects
Committee at ssu for approval.

~

Thank you,

%furfyAth
Kristal C.  Melvin,  F}N

KRISTAL  C.   MELVIN,   R.N.,   B.S.N.
5023  RussELL  RD.  a    Wo6LFORD,  MD.  21677    I    PHONE  #  (410)  228-0276

+



DENISE  VARSHALL

WoR-WIG  CoMMUNITY  CoLLEGE,  NuRSING  DEPARTMENT

CAMBRIDGE,  MD.  21613

October 27,1997

Dear Ms.  Marshall:

I am currently a graduate student at Salisbury State UnI'VerSity, enrolled in the Family
Nurse PractI'tiOner track,  and have begun work On my thesis.   I have Proposed a Study
of cheatI'ng and dishonesty among nursing Students, and WOuld appreciate the
assl-stance of yourself and the faculty of Wor-WI-C Community College School of
Nursing.   My research topI-C and Proposed methods are eXPIaI'ned more fully in the
enclosed abstract.

I would II'ke PermI'SSI®On tO gather data from your Students during class hours.   As you
will see in the enclosed dI®SCIOSure Statement,  StudentSI participation is strictly
VOIuntary, and the questionnaires are completely confidentl'aI.   F]esults of this research
Will be available to the public,  as group data only,  after completI'On.

Sl'gnature below constitutes written permission.   Please return the origl'naI letter in the
enclosed SASE.   A copy of this letter will be forwarded to the Human Subjects
CommI'ttee at SSU for approval.

fiEELEm
KristaI C.  Melvin,  FIN

orAin
Signature

1_in /I/,5/q7

KRISTAL  C.  MELVIN,   R.N.,   B.S.N.
5023  RussELL  RD.  ®    WooLFORD,  MD.  21677    I    PHONE   #  (410)   228-0276



LISA   SELDOMRIDGE,   DIRECTOR

SALISBURY  STATE  UNIVERSITY,   NuRSING   DEPARTMENT

SALISBURY,   MD.

October 29,1997

Dear  Dr.  Seldomridge.'

I am currently a graduate student at Salisbury State university, enrolled in the FamI-ly
Nurse PractitI'Oner track, and have begun WOrk On my thesI®S.   I have proposed a study
Of Cheating and dI-ShOneSty among nursing Students,  and WOuld appreciate the
assI'StanCe Of yourself and the faculty of Salisbury State UnI'VerSity School of Nursing.
My research topic and proposed methods are explaI®ned more fully in the enclosed
abstract.

I would like permission to gather data from your students during class hours.   As you
Will see in the enclosed disclosure statement, students' participation is strictly
VOluntary,  and the questl'onnaires are completely confidentl'al.   F3esults of this research
Will be available to the public, as group data only, after completion.

Signature below constitutes written permI'SSiOn.   Please return the orI-ginal letter in the
enclosed SASE.   A copy of thI'S letter Will be forwarded to the Human Subjects
Committee at ssu for approval.

"fffthth
KristaI C.  Melvin,  F3N

+                                                  L

Signature
lJ,y-{.

date

KRISTAL  C.   MELVIN,   R.N.,   B.S.N.
5023  RussELL  RD.  a    WooLFORD,  MD.  21677    I    PHONE   #  (410)   228-0276
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